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In Vivo Delivery and Therapeutic Applications of Base Editors 

 

Abstract 

Base editors (BEs) mediate targeted point mutations in living cells and have the potential 

to correct many mutations that cause genetic diseases. Robust and therapeutically relevant in 

vivo delivery methods are needed for BEs to realize their potential as therapeutics. Adeno-

associated viruses (AAVs) can deliver proteins with high efficiency and in a cell-type specific 

manner. However, AAVs have a packaging capacity size limit that is too small to accommodate 

full-length BEs. To address this challenge, we developed a dual AAV strategy in which a BE is 

divided into two halves, each fused to a trans-splicing intein, and packaged into two separate 

AAVs. Following co-infection, the BE is reconstituted into its full-length protein by trans-splicing 

of the protein halves. This dual-AAV delivery method supports efficient base editing (up to 59%) 

in an AAV-serotype specific manner, across various tissue types (brain, liver, retina, heart and 

skeletal muscle) in the mouse.  

Next, we explored whether we could apply base editing in non-dividing cells in vivo since 

most genetic diseases occur in cells that do not proliferate after birth. We sought to correct a 

recessive, loss-of-function point mutation in transmembrane channel-like 1 (Tmc1) that causes 

deafness in the Baringo mouse model. We screened base editors with different deaminases and 

found that activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID) was the most efficient in targeting the 

Baringo mutation. We then packaged and injected AID-BE using the dual-AAV strategy into the 

inner ears of Baringo mice postnatally. Injected mice showed up to 51% reversion of the Tmc1 

point mutation compared to wild type sequence in Tmc1 transcripts. Repair of Tmc1 in vivo 

restored inner hair-cell sensory transduction, hair-cell morphology, and partial low-frequency 

auditory function at four weeks post-injection. These studies provide a foundation for a potential 
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one-time treatment of certain genetic diseases and further advances the application of base 

editing in vivo to correct pathogenic point mutations. 
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Chapter One: Introduction to in vivo delivery of gene editors for genetic diseases 

 
The Gene Editing portion of this chapter has been adapted from:  
 
Yeh, W. H., Chiang, H., Rees, H. A., Edge, A. S. B., Liu, D. R. In vivo base editing of post-
mitotic sensory cells. Nature Communications 9, 2184 (2018)  
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1.1 Research Motivation 

 Gene editing is transforming our ability to develop and deliver one-time therapies to 

patients with genetic diseases. Despite recent advances in gene-editing technologies, the path 

to transforming these technologies into clinical therapeutics is not straightforward. The exact 

mechanisms of gene-editing technologies are still not well-understood and optimized delivery 

strategies of gene editing agents at an efficient dose in disease-relevant cell types, remains the 

biggest bottleneck. In this chapter, I will review current delivery methods of precise gene editors, 

in studies aimed at correcting mutations and reversing the progression of genetic diseases in 

vivo.  

 

1.2 Treatment for Genetic Diseases 

 Hereditary mutations or acquired mutations contribute to various devastating diseases, 

including cystic fibrosis1, Huntington’s2, and sickle cell diseases3. Before the gene-editing 

revolution, treatments for genetic diseases mainly targeted downstream DNA products. 

Examples include using small molecules to inhibit mutant proteins from functioning4,5, designing 

siRNAs to silence the mutant RNA transcript6-8, and generating excess levels of healthy proteins 

to outcompete mutant proteins9-11. While many of these treatments showed some promise in 

clinical trials, they do not represent a cure and they require re-dosing in order to maintain 

therapeutic effect12-14. A one-time treatment to enable the precise correction of mutant genes is 

needed to more effectively prevent disease progression. 

 

1.3 Gene Editing 

 Standard gene editing agents, including ZFNs, TALENs, and Cas9, are programmable 

nucleases used to induce a double-stranded DNA break (DSB) at a targeted locus15. While such 

agents can efficiently disrupt genes by inducing non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), there is a 
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risk for stochastic translocations, insertions and deletions (indels) at the site of interest which 

may result in unfavorable frameshifts16-18. In addition, very few gene-editing strategies using 

homology-directed repair (HDR) can efficiently make small, precise genomic DNA changes such 

as point mutations, as Cas9-mediated DNA re-cutting substantially erodes the yield of the 

desired product19,20. Furthermore, HDR is primarily restricted to the S and G2 phases of the cell 

cycle, where homologous recombination (HR) between sister chromatids naturally takes place21. 

Since most post-mitotic cells poorly express HR cellular machinery, HDR-mediated editing is 

typically inefficient22. 

We developed an alternative gene-editing strategy, base editing, that directly converts 

one base pair to another base pair at a target locus without relying on HDR and without 

generating a double-stranded break (DSB)23-26. Typically, DSBs generate a high abundance of 

insertions and deletions (indels)16,17. Cytosine and adenine base editors (CBE and ABEs, 

respectively) are fusions of a partially disabled form of Cas9 (Cas9 with a nickase, nCas9) to a 

cytidine deaminase and a DNA glycosylase inhibitor, or an adenine deaminase23-26. The two 

classes of base editors, together, enable the conversion of C•G to T•A and A•T to G•C, 

respectively, at programmable target loci within a window usually within the protospacer23-26. 

These base editors are compatible with a wide variety of protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) 

sequences26-29. Base editing has proven to be a robust approach to achieving efficient, 

permanent conversion of individual base pairs while minimizing indel formation, across different 

loci, in human genomes30-32. 

In October 2019, Drs. Andrew Anzalone and David Liu reported a new precise gene-

editing technology known as the prime editor (PE)33. In contrast to BEs, where the deaminase 

pre-determines the changes that base editors can make, prime editors enable any small (1 to 

~100 bp) DNA edit by encoding the desired edits into the prime editing guide RNA (pegRNA)33. 

The pegRNA recruits a fusion of nCas9 and engineered reverse transcriptase (RT) to copy 

genetic information directly from the pegRNA into the desired genomic locus. As a result, PE 
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greatly expands the precise editing toolkit, potentially enabling the correction of up to 89% of all 

genetic diseases33. However, before prime editors can be used as therapeutics, additional 

engineering is required to optimize the packaging and delivery methods that will achieve 

efficient and precise gene editing in vivo. 

 

1.4 In Vivo Delivery 

Most biological treatments are delivered systemically or locally with a needle that enters 

the periphery of the skin or the interstitial space, respectively. The majority of gene editors come 

in one of three forms –DNA (virus or plasmid), mRNA, or protein – and are packaged into 

delivery vehicles that can pass through the cellular membrane34,35. After the delivery vehicles 

have entered the circulatory system, it is critical that they are not immunogenic or degraded by 

proteases or nucleases while traveling to their target tissues36,37. Rarely can gene editors enter 

through the cell membrane in their naked forms (DNA, mRNA, or protein). Delivery vehicles 

(virus or lipid nanoparticles) enter the membrane through micropinocytosis or endocytosis and 

are then transported from endosomes to lysosomes35-37. Next, delivery vehicles undergo 

endosomal escape and release their gene-editing cargo, whether it be the DNA, mRNA, or 

protein. For DNA and mRNA forms, cellular transcription and translation is required to produce 

the editors. For example, mRNA delivery makes use of the native ribosome to produce the gene 

editor proteins 38. Viral delivery with AAV encodes both editors and sgRNAs as ssDNA 39, where 

cellular polymerases synthesize double stranded DNA that is subsequently transcribed and 

translated to produce the gene editor proteins39. 

Once the gene editor proteins are successfully produced within cells, they are then 

programmed by a nuclear localization signal (NLS) to enter the nucleus. The gene editors then 

begin scanning binding locations as programmed by Cas9 and sgRNA. However, later studies 

have shown that cell state and DNA folding can inhibit the binding of gene-editing proteins to 

desired DNA bases, which substantially affects editing outcomes40-42. In addition to being cell-
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state dependent, editors that rely on the HR pathway require multiple components from the 

cellular machinery to make the precise edit, such as a ssDNA template and HDR proteins 

(Recombination Protein A (Rad) Family proteins, Fanconi anemia core complex (FANC) 

proteins)19,20,22.  

Besides editing with HR pathway, homology-independent targeted insertion (HITI) is 

thought to use the NHEJ repair pathway to insert large DNA fragments, and is reported to yield 

higher editing efficiency than traditional HDR-mediated gene editing43,44. However, HITI cannot 

remove pre-existing mutations and is therefore incapable of making precise corrections to small 

mutations. Single homology Arm donor mediated intron-Targeting Integration (SATI), a 

technology derived from HITI, largely relies on the DSB repair pathways that involved both HDR 

and NHEJ45. However, SATI editing efficiency levels are comparable to HITI. As a result, HDR-

derived editors are generally inefficient at correcting single mutations and frameshift 

mutations46.  

In contrast, because the deaminase is directly fused to a Cas9 nickase, in vivo delivery 

of base editors enables precise and efficient single-base correction23-26,28,47,48. While in vivo 

prime editing33 has not yet been reported, in vitro experiments demonstrate that PE can yield 

higher efficiency editing than HDR, as the reverse transcriptase of PE is fused to Cas9 nickase 

allowing for synthesis of the desired DNA at the targeted genomic locus33.  
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Chapter Two: Improving the DNA specificity and applicability of base editing through 
protein engineering and protein delivery 
 
This chapter has been adapted from:  
 
Rees, H. A., Komor, A. C., Yeh, W.-H., Caetano-Lopes, J., Warman, M. Edge, A. S. B., Liu, D. 
R. Improving the DNA specificity and applicability of base editing through protein engineering 
and protein delivery. Nature Communications 8, 15790 (2017) 
 
Contributions: 
 
 Dr. Holly Rees and Professor David Liu led the project. I contributed to few experiments: 
(1) helped Holly with protein purification (2) designed and conducted the in vivo experiment (3) 
designed the off-target experiment in murine cell lines. I thank Holly and Alexis for teaching me 
how to work with base editors.  
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2.1 Introduction  

We describe delivery of base editor with ribonucleoproteins (RNP) that greatly improve 

the DNA specificity of base editing and that allow base editing in vitro and in vivo without 

supplying exogenous DNA, which has been associated with a risk of recombination with the 

host genome and cytotoxicity49,50. We reveal that lipid-mediated delivery of base editor proteins 

complexed with guide RNA results in even larger specificity enhancements with no apparent 

reduction in on-target base editing compared to plasmid DNA delivery. Delivery of base editors 

as RNPs typically reduces off-target editing to below measurable levels, even for a notoriously 

promiscuous guide RNA that targets a highly repetitive genomic DNA sequence, in cultured 

human and mouse cells. These advances enable us to demonstrate highly specific, DNA-free in 

vivo base editing in mice. 

 

2.2 Results 

2.2.1 RNP delivery of BE3 enables DNA-free base editing 

We studied the ability of BE3 in DNA-free, RNP form to mediate base editing when 

directly delivered into cultured human cells. We and others recently established that cationic 

lipid reagents can potently deliver negatively charged proteins or protein:nucleic acid complexes 

into mammalian cells including RNP complexes and that RNP delivery can substantially reduce 

off-target gene editing30,51,52. 

First, we tested two different base editors with RNP delivery. Base editor with the 

wildtype SpCas9 and Base editor with high-fidelity SpCas9 (abbreviated as HF). High-fidelity 

SpCas9 variant containing four point mutations (N497A, R661A, Q695A and Q926A) that were 

designed to eliminate nonspecific interactions between Cas9 and the phosphate backbone of 

the DNA target strand consistent with the previous abrogation of nonspecific DNA interactions in 

TALENs that greatly increased their DNA cleavage specificity53,54. We combined the 
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commercially available cationic lipid Lipofectamine 2000 with either purified BE3 protein or HF-

BE3 protein after pre-complexation with a guide RNA targeting the EMX1, HEK293 site 3, 

FANCF or VEGFA site 2 locus, and incubated the resulting lipid:RNP complexes with HEK293T 

cells. After 72 h, we harvested genomic DNA and analyzed on-target and off-target base editing 

by high-throughput DNA sequencing. As with all Cas9-based technologies, we observed 

substantial variations in editing efficiency at different genomic loci (Figures. 2.1). To display 

trends associated with in on-target editing efficiency between different treatments, we calculated 

mean on-target base editing efficiencies at the four tested loci (Figure. 2.2). Protein delivery of 

BE3 (200 nM) lead to on-target editing efficiencies comparable to those observed with plasmid 

transfection (26±4% vs. 29±5% respectively; mean ± SEM. n=3 biological replicates).  

Figure 2.1 Protein delivery of base editors into human cells. 
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Figure 2.1 (Continued) 
(a-d): On- and off-target editing associated with RNP delivery of base editors complexed with 
sgRNAs targeting EMX1 (a), FANCF (b), HEK293 site 3 (c) and VEGFA site 2 (d). Off-target base 
editing was undetectable at all of the sequenced loci for non-repetitive sgRNAs. Values and error 
bars reflect mean ± S.D. of three independent biological replicates performed on different days. 
Stars indicate significant editing based on a comparison between the treated sample and an 
untreated control. * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01 and *** p ≤ 0.001 (Student’s two tailed t-test).  
 

 
Figure 2.2 Effect of dosage of BE3 protein or plasmid on the efficiency of on-target and off-
target base editing in human cells. (a): On-target editing efficiency at each of the four genomic 
loci was averaged across all edited cytosines in the activity window for each sgRNA. Values and 
error bars reflect mean ± S.E.M of three independent biological replicates performed on different 
days. (b, c): On- and off-target editing at the EMX1 site arising from BE3 plasmid titration (b) or 
BE3 protein titration (c) in HEK293T cells. Values and error bars reflect mean ± S.D. of three 
independent biological replicates performed on different days.  
 

2.2.2 RNP delivery decouples on- and off-target editing  

 Given the striking enhancement of base editing specificity (the ratio of on-target over off-

target) associated with protein delivery of BE3, we investigated if this off-target reduction was a 

result of a decrease in the total quantity of active genome editing agent delivered into the cell. 

Using the sgRNA targeting EMX1, we performed a dose response study for plasmid (Figure 2.2) 
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and protein delivery (Figure 2.2). To maximize transfection efficiency between treatment 

conditions, the volume of Lipofectamine 2000 was 1.5 µL for all tests, and the base editor 

protein:sgRNA molar ratio was maintained at 1:1.1 for protein delivery. For plasmid delivery, we 

used a mass ratio of sgRNA plasmid:BE3 plasmid of 1:3 (molar ratio ~1:1) and 1.5 µL of 

Lipofectamine 2000. We observed off-target base editing under all conditions tested for plasmid 

delivery (Figure 2.2), but virtually no off-target editing under all protein delivery conditions tested 

(Figure 2.2).  

We performed linear regression analysis to assess the relationship between on- and off-

target editing for plasmid and protein delivery. For plasmid delivery, off-target editing was 

closely associated with on-target editing rates (R2 = 0.95, p = 0.0012 for non-zero slope, F-test), 

whereas there was no significant association between off-target and on-target editing using 

protein delivery (R2 = 0.078, p = 0.59 for non-zero slope, F-test).  

 These data indicate that protein delivery of base editors offers an inherent specificity 

advantage that is independent of dosage. Together with our previous observations52,55, these 

findings support a model in which the higher DNA specificity of base editing from protein 

delivery compared to DNA delivery arises from the ability of protein delivery to avoid extended 

exposure of the genome to base editors, thereby minimizing the opportunity of base editors to 

process off-target loci after on-target loci have already been modified.  

 

2.2.3 DNA-free base editing in mice 

 The above observations suggested the promise of protein delivery of BE3 to maintain 

on-target base editing while eliminating detectable off-target base editing. We therefore tested 

whether protein delivery of BE3 could be used to generate specific point mutations in mice. To 

maximize the likelihood of observing on- and off-target base editing in vivo, we used the highly 

repetitive sgRNA targeting VEGFA site 2; conveniently, the murine and human genomes are 

identical at this target site.  
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Figure 2.3 DNA-free in vivo base editing in the cochlea of live mice using RNP delivery of 
BE3. (a): Schematic showing in vivo injection of BE3:sgRNA complexes encapsulated into 
cationic lipid nanoparticles (b): Base editing of cytosine residues in the base editor window at the 
VEGFA site 2 genomic locus (c): On-target editing at each cytosine in the base editing window of 
the VEGFA site 2 target locus. (c): (b and c): Values and error bars reflect mean ± SEM of three 
mice injected with sgRNA targeting VEGFA Site 2, three uninjected mice and one mouse injected 
with unrelated sgRNA.  

 

Using cultured murine NIH/3T3 cells, we confirmed that BE3 protein delivery yielded 

efficient on-target base editing at this locus 34±11% (Figure 2.4; all averaged editing 

percentages in this paragraph represent mean ± s.d. n=3 biological replicates). We used the 

Cutting Frequency Determinant (CFD) algorithm52,55 to predict off-target loci in the mouse 

genome associated with the VEGFA site 2 sgRNA (Table 2.1). Using cultured NIH/3T3 cells, we 
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confirmed that two of the top four predicted off-target loci are indeed modified by plasmid 

delivery of BE3 in cultured murine cells (CFD off-target locus 1, 9±5% editing; and CFD off-

target locus 4, 3±2% editing). Consistent with our results from human cells, protein delivery of 

BE3 reduced off-target editing to levels similar to that of negative controls (Figure 2.4). The 

mean base editing specificity ratio for CFD off-target loci 1 and 4 increased from 28±13 for 

plasmid delivery of BE3 to ≥ 780±300 for protein delivery of BE3 (values represent mean ± 

s.e.m.; n=3 biological replicates).  
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Figure 2.4 On- and off-target base editing in murine NIH/3T3 cells. (a): On-target base editing 
associated with the ‘VEGFA site 2’ sgRNA. The negative control corresponds to cells treated with 
plasmid encoding BE3 but no sgRNA. Values and error bars reflect mean ± S.D. of three 
independent biological replicates performed on different days. (b-e): Off-target editing associated 
with this site was measured using high-throughput DNA sequencing at the top four predicted off-
target loci for this sgRNA. (b): off-target 2, (c): off-target 1, (d): off-target 3, (e): off-target 4. Values 
and error bars reflect mean ± S.D. of three independent biological replicates performed on 
different days. Cutting Frequency Determinant algorithm52,55 is abbreviated as CFD. 
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Table 2.1 Protospacer and PAM sequences for the predicted off-target loci in the mouse 
genome associated with the VEGFA site 2 sgRNA.  

 
CFD scores56 were calculated using CRISPOR57. Positions in the off-target protospacers that differ 
from the on-target sequence are underlined.  
 

To establish DNA-free base editing in mice, we combined BE3:sgRNA complexes with 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Figure 2.3) and performed intracochlear injections into mouse pups at P1-

P2. Cochlea was selected as the delivery target because of its accessibility for protein delivery 

method. Injected cochlear tissues were harvested 3-4 days post-injection and micro-dissected 

into 5-7 samples per cochlear region. Control cochlea from uninjected mice were harvested 

simultaneously. Genomic DNA was extracted from the harvested tissue, amplified by qPCR to 

late-exponential phase, and subjected to high-throughput DNA sequencing to measure CàT 

conversion. Although it is impossible to quantitate base editing efficiency among treated cells 

because it is not possible to retrieve DNA exclusively from cells exposed to base editor protein, 

we observed unambiguous base editing from tissue in three regions of the cochlea: the basal 

end of the organ of Corti, the stria vascularis and the modiolus (Figure 2.3). We detected no 

significant indel formation in treated tissue samples (< 0.1% indels). 

The percentage of cochlear cells containing target CàT conversion (Figure 2.3) was 

significantly lower than that observed in treated NIH/3T3 cells in culture (Figure 2.4), consistent 

with the highly localized nature of lipid-based protein delivery and our inability to isolate DNA 

exclusively from cells exposed to base editor. Nonetheless, local delivery offers key advantages 

Site Sequence CFD score Description of locus 
On-target GACCCCCTCCACCCCGCCTCCGG  VEGFA site 2 

Off-target 1 TCCCCCCTCCACCCCACCTCCGG 0.7857 intergenic:mmu-mir-21c-
Nrp1/Mir1903 

Off-target 2 TGCCCACCTCACCCCGCCTCTGG 0.65 intron:Vipr1 
Off-target 3 GCCCCTCCCAACCCCACCTCTGG 0.6323 intron:Nos1ap 
Off-target 4 CACCCCCCTCACCCCGCCTCAGG 0.625 intergenic:Unc5b-mmu-mir-6408 
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for accessible applications, including control over which cell types are edited, and ease of 

preparation and administration.  

Together, these in vivo base editing results establish a virus-free, DNA-free strategy for 

the precise conversion of individual nucleotides in the genomic DNA of animals with high DNA 

sequence specificity.  

 

2.3 Discussion 

The strategies developed and implemented in this study expand the utility and 

applicability of base editing by removing or reducing off-target base editing and establishing a 

DNA-free delivery method that supports in vivo base editing. Protein delivery improves base 

editing specificity in human and murine cells compared with plasmid delivery of the same 

constructs, and enables specific base editing in the mouse cochlea. 

In an attempt to reduce off-target base editing, we demonstrated that RNP delivery of 

base editors leads to decoupling of on- and off- target editing. RNP delivery ablated off-target 

editing at non-repetitive sites while maintaining on-target editing comparable to plasmid delivery, 

and greatly reduced off-target editing even at the highly repetitive VEGFA site 2. RNP delivery 

of base editors may be especially useful for in vivo editing applications in which cellular dosage 

is typically difficult to control or characterize.  

We and others previously used RNP delivery of Cas9 coupled with delivery of a donor 

DNA template to perform HDR-based genome editing in mammalian cells. These approaches, 

however, remain limited by low efficiency, cell-state dependence, and indel formation 

efficiencies typically exceeding those of desired HDR outcomes, especially for point mutation 

correction52,58-60 DNA-free base editing, in contrast, generates a substantial excess of edited 

product relative to stochastic indels both in vivo and in cells. To the best of our knowledge, RNP 

delivery of base editors represents the first strategy for generating specific and precise 

modifications to genomic DNA without requiring exogenous DNA.  
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2.4 Methods 

Expression and purification of BE3 and HF-BE3 

BL21 Star (DE3)-competent E. coli cells were transformed with plasmids encoding the 

bacterial codon optimized base editors with a His6 N-terminal purification tag. A single colony 

was grown overnight in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth containing 50 µg mL-1 kanamycin at 37 °C. The 

cells were diluted 1:200 into 2 L of the same media and grown at 37 °C until OD600 = 0.70-

0.75. The cultures were incubated on ice for 60 min and protein expression was induced with 

0.5 mM isopropyl-β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, GoldBio). Expression was sustained for 

14-16 h with shaking at 18 °C. The subsequent purification steps were carried out at 4 °C. Cells 

were collected by centrifugation at 6,000 g for 20 min and resuspended in cell collection buffer 

(100 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris)-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 M NaCl, 20% glycerol, 5 mM 

tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP; GoldBio), 0.4 mM phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride 

(PMSF; Sigma Aldrich) and 1 complete, EDTA-free protease inhibitor pellet (Roche) per 50 mL 

buffer used). Cells were lysed by sonication (6 min total, 3 s on, 3 s off) and the lysate cleared 

by centrifugation at 25,000 g (20 min). 

The cleared lysate was incubated with His-Pur nickel nitriloacetic acid (nickel-NTA) resin 

(1 mL resin per litre of culture, Thermo Fisher) with rotation at 4 °C for 60-90 min. The resin was 

washed with 20 column volumes of cell collection buffer before bound protein was eluted with 

elution buffer ((100 mM tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris)-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.5 M NaCl, 20% 

glycerol, 5 mM tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP; GoldBio), 200 mM imidazole). The 

resulting protein fraction was further purified on a 5 mL Hi-Trap HP SP (GE Healthcare) cation 

exchange column using an Akta Pure FPLC. Protein-containing fractions were concentrated 

using a column with a 100,000 kDa cutoff (Millipore) centrifuged at 3,000 g and the 

concentrated solution was sterile filtered through an .22 µm PVDF membrane (Millipore). 
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After sterile filtration, proteins were quantified with Reducing Agent Compatible Bicinchoninic 

acid (BCA) assay (Pierce Biotechnology), snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in aliquots at 

-80 °C.  

 

Cell culture  

Both HEK293T (ATCC CRL-3216) and NIH/3T3 (ATCC CRL-1658) were maintained in 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium plus GlutaMax (ThermoFisher) supplemented with 10 % 

(v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS), at 37 °C with 5 % CO2. Cells were obtained from ATCC and 

were authenticated and verified to be free of mycoplasma by ATCC upon purchase.  

 

Plasmid transfection of base editors into HEK293T cells 

HEK293T cells were seeded on 48-well collagen-coated BioCoat plates (Corning) in 

antibiotic free medium and transfected at approximately 70 % confluency. Unless otherwise 

noted, 750 ng of BE and 250 ng of sgRNA expression plasmids were transfected using 1.5 μl of 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) per well according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

Protein transfection of base editors into HEK293T cells 

HEK293T cells were seeded on 48-well collagen-coated BioCoat plates (Corning) in 250 

µL antibiotic free medium and transfected at approximately 70 % confluency. Base editor protein 

and was incubated with 1.1X molar excess of the necessary sgRNA at room temperature for 5 

min. The complex was then incubated with 1.5 µL Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) and 

transfected according to the manufacturer’s protocol for plasmid delivery. Unless otherwise 

noted, BE protein was added to a final concentration of 200 nM (based on a total well volume of 

275 µL).  
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Plasmid transfection of base editors into NIH/3T3 cells 

NIH/3T3 cells were seeded on 48-well collagen-coated BioCoat plates (Corning) in 

antibiotic-free DMEM medium and transfected at approximately 75 % confluency. Unless 

otherwise noted, 600 ng of BE and 200 ng of sgRNA expression plasmids were transfected 

using 1.4 μL of Lipofectamine 3000 with 1 μL of P3000 reagent (Thermo Fisher) per well 

according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

 

Protein transfection of base editors into NIH/3T3 cells 

NIH/3T3 cells were seeded on 48-well collagen-coated BioCoat plates (Corning) in 

antibiotic free DMEM medium and transfected at approximately 75 % confluency. Base editor 

proteins were incubated with 1.1-fold molar excess of the indicated sgRNA at 25 °C for 5 min. 

The complex was then incubated with 1.4 µL Lipofectamine 3000 (Thermo Fisher) and 

transfected according to the manufacturer’s protocol for plasmid delivery. P3000 reagent was 

not used because its addition lead to protein precipitation and a reduction in base editing 

efficiency. Unless otherwise noted, BE protein was added to a final concentration of 400 nM 

(based on a total well volume of 275 µL). 

 

Intracochlear delivery of BE3 protein:guide RNA encapsulated in cationic lipid 

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and the Use 

Committee of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary. Intracochlear delivery was performed in 

P1-P2 mice of a mixed genetic background as described previously42. Mice were anesthetized 

by lowering body temperature before the surgical procedure.  A postauricular incision was made 

near the right ear, and the bulla was lifted to expose the cochlea. BE3 protein (57.7 µM) was 

pre-complexed with the sgRNA (100 µM) in a 1:1.1 molar ratio and then mixed with 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) in a 1:1 volumetric ratio. The resulting solution (1.2-1.5 µL) 

was injected with a glass pipette (end diameter, 5 µm) through the cochlear capsule into scala 
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media at the cochear basal turn that attached to a nanoliter micropump (WPI, UMP3 + Micro4 + 

NanoFil) at the rate of 250 nL min-1. After injection, the incision was closed and the mice were 

brought onto a heating pad to recover. After 3-4 days, the cochlea of mouse was dissected into 

the organ of Corti, stria vascularis, and modiolus. Each tissue was further micro-dissected into 

between 5 and 7 separate pieces and DNA extraction was performed separately for each 

sample, followed by high-throughput sequencing as described above. The data presented in 

Figure 2.3 shows sequencing data resulting from extraction of one micro-dissected sample for 

each cochlear region.  

 

Data Availability 

 High-throughput sequencing data that support the findings of this study have been 

deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive database under Accession Number 

SRP097884. Plasmids encoding HF-BE3 and BE3 for protein expression, as well as HF-BE3 for 

mammalian expression, are available from Addgene with Accession IDs 87439 (pCMV-HF-

BE3), 87438 (pET42b-HF-BE3), 87437 (pET42b-BE3). 
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Chapter Three: In vivo base editing of post-mitotic sensory cells  

 

This chapter has been adapted from:  
 
Yeh, W. H., Chiang, H., Rees, H. A., Edge, A. S. B. & Liu, D. R. In vivo base editing of post-
mitotic sensory cells. Nature Communications 9, 2184, doi:10.1038/s41467-018-04580-3 
(2018). 
 
Contributions: 
 
 Professor David Liu, Professor Albert Edge, and I initiated the project. I designed and 
conducted the in vitro experiments. Dr. Hao Chiang (Robyn) and I designed the in vivo 
experiments. Robyn conducted the in vivo experiments. Dr. Holly Rees made base editor 
proteins and contributed to manuscript writing. Albert advised on the components in the Wnt 
pathway and cellular reprogramming in the inner ear. This is an equal contribution work shared 
by the two first authors. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Programmable nucleases can introduce precise changes to genomic DNA through 

homology-directed repair (HDR). Unfortunately, HDR is largely restricted to mitotic cells, and is 

typically accompanied by an excess of stochastic insertions and deletions (indels). Here we 

present an in vivo base editing strategy that addresses these limitations. We use nuclease-free 

base editing to install a S33F mutation in β-catenin that blocks β-catenin phosphorylation, 

impedes β-catenin degradation, and upregulates Wnt signaling. In vitro, base editing installs the 

S33F mutation with a 200-fold higher editing:indel ratio than HDR. In post-mitotic cells in mouse 

inner ear, injection of base editor protein:RNA:lipid installs this mutation, resulting in Wnt 

activation that induces mitosis of cochlear supporting cells and cellular reprogramming. In 

contrast, injection of HDR agents does not induce Wnt upregulation. These results establish a 

strategy for modifying posttranslational states in signaling pathways, and an approach to 

precision editing in post-mitotic tissues. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

Standard genome editing agents such ZFNs, TALENs, or Cas9 are programmable 

nucleases that induce a double-stranded DNA break (DSB) at the target locus24,61-63. While such 

agents can efficiently disrupt genes by inducing non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and other 

processes that result in stochastic insertions and deletions (indels) and translocations at the site 

of interest, the introduction of precise changes such as point mutations in genomic DNA using 

homology-directed repair (HDR) is difficult. Recutting of edited DNA containing a single point 

mutation can substantially erode yields of desired product64. In addition, HDR is thought to be 

restricted primarily to the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle, when homologous recombination 

between sister chromatids naturally takes place59. Since most post-mitotic cells poorly express 
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the cellular machinery required for this process, HDR in post-mitotic cells is typically very 

inefficient61,65,66. 

We recently developed base editing, an alternative genome editing strategy that directly 

converts one base pair to another base pair at a target locus without reliance on HDR and 

without introducing double-stranded DNA breaks that lead to an abundance of 

indels23,24,28,67.The most widely used base editors are fusions of a catalytically disabled form of 

Cas9, a cytidine deaminase such as APOBEC1, and a DNA glycosylase inhibitor such as uracil 

glycosylase inhibitor (UGI)24. Third-generation base editors (BE3 and its variants) convert C•G 

base pairs to T•A base pairs at programmable target loci within a window of ~1-5 nucleotides 

and are compatible with a wide variety of protospacer-adjacent motif (PAM) sequences28. A new 

class of adenine base editors using a laboratory-evolved deaminase domain convert A•T to G•C 

base pairs with minimal byproducts23. Base editing has proven to be a robust approach to 

achieving efficient, permanent conversion of individual base pairs with minimal indel formation in 

fungi, plants, mammalian cells, zebrafish, mice, frogs, and even human embryos25,28,68-74. 

The steps involved in base editing are not thought to rely on cellular recombination 

machinery23,24, raising the possibility that the process might take place efficiently in non-dividing 

cells in vivo. We sought to test the ability of base editing, compared with a current HDR method, 

to generate precise point mutations in terminally differentiated cells in vivo efficiently enough to 

result in a physiological outcome. In the mammalian inner ear, sensory cells such as cochlear 

supporting cells and hair cells are post-mitotic75. The apparent lack of sensory cell regeneration 

in the mammalian cochlea contributes to progressive, permanent hearing loss after damage. 

Recent studies in transgenic mice suggest that stabilization of β-catenin protein can facilitate the 

regeneration of sensory hair cells by increasing signaling through the canonical Wnt 

pathway76,77. Activation of Wnt signaling stimulates the proliferation of supporting cells and can 

induce the development of hair cells from supporting cells78, suggesting that stabilization of β-
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catenin in the cochlea might trigger similar cellular reprogramming events, even though 

additional steps are likely needed for these cells to become functional hair cells79,80. 

Wnt activation induces β-catenin accumulation in the cytoplasm and translocation into 

the nucleus, resulting in the activation of Wnt target genes. In the absence of Wnt activation 

(Figure 3.1a), cytosolic β-catenin is phosphorylated at specific serine and threonine residues by 

glycogen synthase kinase 3β (GSK-3β)81. Phosphorylated β-catenin is recognized by β-

transducin repeat–containing proteins (β-TrCP), resulting in the ubiquitination and degradation 

of β-catenin (Figure 3.1a)82. Previously a small-molecule GSK-3β inhibitor and histone 

deacetylase inhibitor were used to upregulate Wnt-responsive genes, resulting in substantial 

expansion of supporting cells and differentiation into hair cells in vitro83. However, toxicity arising 

from inhibition of protein kinases that share homology with GSK-3β84 as well as the potential for 

oncogenesis from widespread upregulation of Wnt activity85,86 limits the use of small-molecule 

GSK-3β inhibitors in vivo.  

To test the ability of in vivo base editing in post-mitotic cells to induce a physiological 

outcome, we hypothesized that we could upregulate Wnt activity in the inner ear by stabilizing β-

catenin through base editing. β-catenin lacking phosphorylation at Ser 33 or Ser 37 is stabilized 

since it is not ubiquitinated by β-TrCP87-89. Deletion of β-catenin exon 3, which contains the sites 

of GSK-3β-mediated phosphorylation, causes supporting cell proliferation and hair cell 

transdifferentiation in the postnatal sensory epithelium of transgenic mice76,77,90. However, 

unless exon 3 deletion is limited to the inner ear, the resulting mice develop tumors in a variety 

of organs, including liver, prostate, and skin91. Local delivery of a base editor to prevent β-

catenin phosphorylation in the cochlea, which shows a striking resistance to oncogenesis92, may 

enable supporting cell renewal and hair cell generation. 

In this study we develop a base editing strategy to alter protein posttranslational 

modification and stability in post-mitotic cells in vivo. We use BE3 to recode a single residue in 

the gene encoding β-catenin, preventing phosphorylation and degradation of its protein product. 
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In cell culture, base editing of β-catenin increases its abundance and elevated Wnt signaling. In 

the cochlea of postnatal mice, lipid-mediated delivery of the β-catenin-targeting base editor 

results in the proliferation of post-mitotic supporting cells and the differentiation of supporting 

cells into cells expressing the hair cell marker Myo7a. Our findings establish that base editing 

can be used to change the posttranslational modification state, abundance, and signaling 

potential of a protein in post-mitotic cells in vivo, and also suggest an approach to localized Wnt 

signaling activation. 

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Base editing prevents phosphorylation of Ser 33 in β-catenin 

We hypothesized that base editing the β-catenin gene (CTNNB1 in humans) to replace 

an amino acid that is phosphorylated by GSK-3β with a residue that cannot be phosphorylated 

would impede β-catenin degradation and increase activation of T-cell factor/lymphoid enhancer 

factor (TCF/LEF) transcription factors. Previous work suggests that mutation of β-catenin Ser 33 

to Tyr, Pro or Cys can abolish recognition by β-TrCP, preventing degradation of β-catenin88. We 

designed a single-guide RNA (sgRNA) that when complexed with BE3, should introduce a C-to-

T mutation at the DNA nucleotide encoding Ser 33 in β-catenin, resulting in the conversion of a 

TCT (Ser) codon to a TTT (Phe) codon (Figure 3.1b). Murine S33-targeting sgRNA and human 

S33-targeting sgRNA (Figure 3.1b and 3.4a) share very similar protospacers and both target the 

same codon. Since the phenylalanine side chain cannot be phosphorylated, this change should 

increase the cytosolic lifetime of β-catenin, increasing activation of TCF/LEF transcription 

factors and downstream signaling (Figure 3.1a). 

Next we tested if base editing is capable of installing the desired point mutation into β-

catenin in cultured human cells. We transfected plasmids expressing BE3 and S33-targeting 

sgRNA or an unrelated control sgRNA into HEK293T cells. After a 3-day incubation, cells were 
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harvested and the C-to-T conversion efficiency at nucleotide C8 of the β-catenin Ser 33 codon 

(counting the PAM as nucleotide positions 21-23) was measured by high-throughput DNA 

sequencing (Figure 3.1b). We observed efficient mutation of the target codon from TCT to TTT 

(31±0.9%) together with the efficient conversion of another cytosine within the base editing 

window, C6 to T6 (28%±0.7%) (all efficiencies listed are mean ± S.E.M. for three biological 

replicates with no enrichment for transfected cells). Editing at C6 was expected given the 5-

base editing window of BE3 (C4 to C8)24,28. In addition, C1 to T1 (1.7%±0.1%) and C15 to T15 

(0.90%±0.05%) conversions were also observed at much lower frequencies, consistent with our 

previous studies24,28. Importantly, unlike editing of the target C8 to T8, conversion of C1, C6, or 

C15 to T does not change the predicted amino acid sequence of the resulting protein, as all 

three of the other C-to-T mutations are silent.  

We observed low (2.0%±0.3%) indel frequencies from BE3 and S33-targeting sgRNA 

plasmid transfection. Control samples treated with plasmids encoding BE3 and an unrelated 

sgRNA were also analyzed, resulting in no C-to-T mutation at the target locus above our limit of 

detection (~0.025% mutation; see Methods). Taken together, these observations validate a 

base editing strategy that converts the wild-type β-catenin gene to the S33F mutant in 

mammalian cells efficiently and with a high degree of product selectivity. 
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Figure 3.1 Base editing strategy and comparison of HDR and base editing following 
plasmid delivery. (a) Schematic representation of the canonical Wnt pathway and a base editing 
strategy to stabilize β-catenin. In the absence of Wnt signaling, β-catenin is phosphorylated at 
Ser 33 by GSK-3β and degraded in a phosphorylation-dependent manner. Base editing with BE3 
precisely mutates the Ser 33 codon to instead encode Phe, which cannot be phosphorylated. The 
resulting S33F β-catenin has an extended half-life and can activate target gene transcription by 
binding with TCF/LEF transcription factors. (b) HEK293T cells were transfected with plasmids 
expressing BE3 and S33-targeting sgRNA, or BE3 and an unrelated sgRNA. The percentage of 
total sequencing reads (with no enrichment for transfected cells) with C8 converted to T8 
(resulting in the S33F mutation) was measured with high-throughput sequencing (HTS). (c) 
Plasmid delivery of Cas9 and BE3 (750 ng) with S33-targeting sgRNA (250ng) into HEK293T 
cells using 1.5 µL of Lipofectamine 2000 per well of a 48-well plate. C-to-T conversion efficiency 
and (d) product selectivity ratio (desired S33F mutation: undesired indel ratio) resulting from the 
best-performing ratio of Cas9:sgRNA:ssDNA template and BE3. Values and error bars reflect 
mean ± SEM of three biological replicates performed on separate days.  
 

3.3.2 Effect of S33F β-catenin mutation on Wnt signaling in vitro 

To test if the S33F mutation in β-catenin increases the amount of non-phosphorylated β-

catenin in cells, we measured the amount of total and non-phosphorylated β-catenin using cell 

fractionation followed by Western blotting (Figure 3.2b). We observed 6-fold greater levels of 
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non-phosphorylated β-catenin in nuclear extracts of cells transfected with plasmids encoding 

BE3 and S33-targeting sgRNA compared to control cells transfected with plasmids encoding 

BE3 and an unrelated sgRNA (Figure 3.2b and Supplementary Figure 3.3a). The total amount 

of β-catenin, including both phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated forms, was 7-fold higher in 

nuclear protein extracts from cells treated with BE3 and the S33-targeting sgRNA than in control 

cells treated with BE3 and an unrelated-sgRNA (Figure 3.2b and Supplementary Figure 3.3a), 

consistent with stabilization and enhanced translocation of β-catenin into the nucleus.  

To assay the effects of installing the β-catenin S33F mutation on Wnt signaling, we used 

an established Wnt reporter system in HEK293T cells93. This assay requires co-transfection with 

three plasmids: (i) Topflash, which contains TCF/LEF operators that activate expression of 

firefly luciferase when bound by β-catenin, or Fopflash, a negative control plasmid that contains 

mutated TCF/LEF sites that cannot be activated by β-catenin; (ii) Renilla, which expresses 

renilla luciferase to enable normalization for transfection efficiency; and (iii) a β-catenin cDNA 

plasmid that expresses either the wild-type (Ser 33) or mutated (Phe 33) β-catenin. Three days 

post-transfection, the level of TCF/LEF-mediated Wnt signaling was quantified by the 

luminescence ratio of the Topflash and Fopflash reporters (Figure 3.2a). HEK293T cells 

transfected with a plasmid expressing mutated S33F β-catenin showed a time-dependent 

increase in the Topflash:Fopflash luminescence ratio (Supplementary Figure 3.1c), reaching a 

maximum ratio of 180±1.2 three days post-transfection, 4.3-fold higher than the 

Topflash:Fopflash luminescence ratio in cells transfected with a plasmid expressing wild-type β-

catenin (42±0.7) (Figure 3.2a). These results support a model in which mutating Ser 33 to Phe 

in β-catenin increases Wnt signaling activity in mammalian cells. 

Next, we used base editing to install the β-catenin S33F mutation in human cells and 

assayed the effect on Wnt signaling. We co-transfected HEK293T cells with four plasmids: a 

BE3-expression plasmid, an sgRNA-expression plasmid (either targeting β-catenin Ser 33, or 

encoding an unrelated control sgRNA), the transfection efficiency reporter Renilla, and either 
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the Topflash or Fopflash reporter plasmid. HEK293T cells transfected with plasmids expressing 

the reporters and BE3 + S33-targeting sgRNA exhibited a time-dependent increase in 

Topflash:Fopflash luminescence ratio (Supplementary Figure 3.1b). After three days, cells 

treated with the highest dose of base editor (750 ng BE3 plasmid and 250 ng sgRNA plasmid 

per well of a 48-well plate) exhibited a much higher Topflash:Fopflash ratio (310±31) than cells 

transfected with BE3 and an unrelated sgRNA (1.0±0.02) (Figure 3.2c). The C-to-T conversion 

efficiency at the target Ser codon was analyzed by high-throughput DNA sequencing (Figure 

3.2d). At the highest BE3 dose, the C-to-T conversion efficiency at position 33 was 16±0.1% 

(Figure 3.2d). Lower doses of BE3 and sgRNA resulted in markedly lower base editing 

efficiency and lower Wnt signaling levels (Figure 3.2c and 3.3d). Wnt signaling levels were 

strongly correlated with S33F base editing efficiency (R2 = 0.97, p < 0.0001 for non-zero slope, 

Supplementary Figure 3.1a) suggesting that treatment with BE3 and the S33-targeting sgRNA 

strongly enhances Wnt signaling levels in a base editing-dependent manner.  

Finally, we assayed the ability of β-catenin base editing to increase the expression of 

known endogenous Wnt-responsive genes in HEK293T cells, including Axin-related protein 

(AXIN2), cyclin D1 (CCND1), cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (CDKN1A), and fibroblast 

growth factor 20 (FGF20). Transfection of HEK293T cells with BE3 and β-catenin S33-targeting 

sgRNA resulted in 1.8±0.21-fold higher expression of AXIN2, 1.7±0.17-fold higher expression of 

CCND1, 1.7±0.7-fold higher expression of CDKN1A, and 12±2.2-fold higher expression of 

FGF20 compared with cells treated with BE3 and an unrelated sgRNA (Supplementary Figure 

3.3b). 

Taken together, these results demonstrate that treatment of cells with the β-catenin 

S33F base editor converts the endogenous β-catenin gene into the S33F mutant allele, 

substantially increases levels of non-phosphorylated β-catenin, increases expression of a 

reporter gene downstream of TCF/LEF operators in a base editing-dependent manner, and also 

increases expression of endogenous Wnt-responsive genes.  
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Figure 3.2 Biological outcomes associated with base editing S33F in β-catenin in human 
cells. (a) HEK293T cells were transfected with plasmids encoding Topflash (β-catenin-responsive 
firefly luciferase reporter) or Fopflash (mutant form of Topflash that cannot be activated by β-
catenin) and mutant S33F β-catenin or wild-type (Ser 33) β-catenin. Wnt signaling was measured 
by the ratio of Topflash:Fopflash luciferase activity. (b) Cytosolic and nuclear extracts of HEK293T 
cells treated with base editor and S33-targeting sgRNA or unrelated sgRNA were subjected to 
western blot analysis for total β-catenin or non-phosphorylated β-catenin (Ser33/Ser37/Thr41). 
Each blot represents one antibody. GAPDH was used as a loading control. (c) HEK293T cells 
were transfected with plasmids encoding the Topflash or Fopflash reporters, base editor, and 
S33F or unrelated control sgRNA. The Topflash:Fopflash luciferase ratio for BE3+S33-targeting 
sgRNA (blue) and BE3+unrelated sgRNA (red) are shown. (d) Percent C-to-T conversion at the 
target Ser 33 codon, which results in the S33F mutation in β-catenin, assayed by HTS. Values 
and error bars reflect mean ± SEM of three biological replicates performed on different days. * p 
≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, and **** p ≤ 0.0001 (Student’s two tailed t-test). 
 
3.3.3 Comparison of base editing and HDR by plasmid or RNP delivery 

A commonly used approach to introduce precise modifications into genomic DNA is to 

harness HDR using a targeted nuclease and a donor DNA template that contains the desired 

modification and is homologous to the target locus. We compared the outcomes of base editing 

to Cas9 nuclease-mediated HDR to install the S33F mutation in β-catenin in HEK293T cells. For 
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this comparison we used the recently described CORRECT HDR method, which introduces 

desired mutations into target loci more efficiently than previous HDR methods94,95. First we 

performed CORRECT HDR with a donor DNA template that both installs the desired mutation 

and that alters the PAM sequence to prevent re-cutting of the desired DNA product. Lipid-

mediated plasmid transfection of Cas9:sgRNA constructs and an optimized amount of ssDNA 

donor template into HEK293T cells resulted in levels of precise installation of β-catenin S33F 

(5.4±0.6%) and indels (49±7%) consistent with previous reports95 (Figure 3.1c). Since plasmid 

transfection of BE3:sgRNA constructs resulted in 31±0.9% conversion of β-catenin Ser 33 to 

Phe and 2.0±0.3% indels (Figure 3.1d), the product selectivity ratio (desired S33F 

mutation:undesired indel ratio) was 0.11 for CORRECT HDR and 16 for base editing, a 140-fold 

difference.  

We recently demonstrated delivery of Cas9 nuclease ribonucleoprotein (RNP) 

complexes to the inner ear to mediate spatially localized genome editing in vivo with enhanced 

DNA specificity relative to plasmid transfection52,67,96. In light of these advantages, we also 

compared RNP delivery of base editors with RNP delivery of HDR agents. We optimized RNP 

delivery-mediated CORRECT HDR by treating cells with different stoichiometries of Cas9 

protein, S33-targeting sgRNA, and a donor ssDNA template. Optimized cationic lipid-mediated 

delivery of Cas9, guide RNA, and donor DNA template resulted in an average HDR efficiency of 

4.9±0.8% S33F mutation using a 1:1.1:0.5 molar ratio of Cas9:S33-targeting sgRNA: donor 

ssDNA template (Figure 3.3a).  In contrast, the efficiency of installing the S33F mutation using 

BE3, the same guide RNA, and the same cationic lipid averaged 13±0.3% (Figure 3.3c). 

Consistent with the DNA transfection results above, the CORRECT HDR method was also 

accompanied by a much higher indel frequency than that of the base editing approach; we 

observed 37±1% indels from CORRECT HDR, but only 0.52±0.03% indels from base editing 

(Figure 3.3b and Figure 3.3d). Therefore, the product selectivity ratio of S33F editing:indels was 

200-fold higher for base editing than for CORRECT HDR. Taken together, these results indicate 
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that base editing either by DNA delivery or RNP delivery enables more efficient installation of 

the S33F mutation in β-catenin with fewer indels and thus much higher product selectivity than 

the CORRECT HDR method. 

 
Figure 3.3 Comparison of efficiency and product selectivity of HDR versus base editing 
following RNP delivery. RNP delivery into HEK293T cells of 200 nM Cas9 or 200 nM BE3 pre-
complexed with the S33-targeting sgRNA or an unrelated sgRNA and delivered in a cationic 
liposome. (a) Frequency of S33F mutation (blue) and indels (green) from treatment with 
CORRECT HDR agents (Cas9, sgRNA, and ssDNA donor template) in the ratios shown. (b) 
Product selectivity ratio, defined as the ratio of S33F modification to indel modification, resulting 
from treatment with the CORRECT HDR agents used in (a).  (c) Comparison of target C to T 
conversion efficiency following RNP delivery of BE3 (blue) or CORRECT HDR (purple) and the 
S33-targeting sgRNA. The control corresponds to cells treated with BE3 protein and unrelated 
sgRNA. (d) Product selectivity of base editing and CORRECT HDR. Values and error bars reflect 
mean ± SEM of three independent biological replicates performed on different days. 
 

3.3.4 Off-target analysis of β-catenin S33F base editing  

Genome editing agents can induce unintended DNA modifications at off-target genomic 

loci that are similar in sequence to the target locus97-99. Recent studies have shown that off-
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target base editing mediated by BE3 is generally a subset of off-target loci modified by the 

corresponding Cas9 nuclease and guide RNA, as expected given that the DNA-binding 

capability of BE3 is derived from Cas924,28,67. We investigated the potential off-target genome 

editing by Cas9 nuclease programmed by the S33F β-catenin sgRNA used herein with two 

methods. First, we used GUIDE-Seq99, an unbiased genome-wide method that has been 

extensively used to identify off-target loci in mammalian cells following Cas9:sgRNA exposure 

(See Methods). We performed GUIDE-Seq on murine NIH/3T3 cells treated with Cas9:S33-

targeting sgRNA. The on-target β-catenin locus was identified with 1,108 GUIDE-Seq reads, 

corresponding to an on-target modification frequency of 23%. Despite robust detection of on-

target modification, we observed zero GUIDE-Seq reads corresponding to off-target 

modification following treatment with Cas9:S33-targeting sgRNA (Supplementary Table 3.1), 

suggesting little or no Cas9-mediated off-target modification by this guide RNA in NIH/3T3 cells. 

As a complementary approach, we used the Cutting Frequency Determinant (CFD) 

algorithm to predict off-target loci in the mouse genome associated with S33-targeting 

sgRNA52,55,57. Following nucleofection of plasmids encoding Cas9 and S33-targeting sgRNA into 

NIH/3T3 cells, we performed deep sequencing to measure indel frequency at the top ten 

computationally predicted off-target loci (Supplementary Table 3.1). Consistent with the GUIDE-

Seq results, we observed no detectable indel formation (< 0.05%) at any of the ten predicted 

off-target loci (Supplementary Table 3.1).  

These data collectively suggest that the S33-targeting sgRNA used to modify the β-

catenin locus mediates few, if any, off-target editing events by Cas9 in murine cells. Since off-

target base editing is typically a subset of Cas9 off-target modification for a given 

sgRNA23,24,28,67, these findings suggest that the changes in β-catenin phosphorylation state and 

Wnt signaling activity are unlikely to arise from off-target base editing. 
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3.3.5 In vivo base editing induces post-mitotic cell reprogramming 

Base editing relies on cellular mismatch repair machinery, which is expressed in most 

cells100,101, in contrast to the cellular DSB repair and recombination machinery that mediates 

HDR, which is poorly expressed in non-mitotic cells21. This difference raises the possibility that 

base editing may be effective in post-mitotic cells in vivo, even though HDR in post-mitotic cells 

remains a major challenge. 

We previously discovered that local in vivo injection of cationic lipid reagents normally 

used for nucleic acid transfection could potently deliver negatively charged proteins or 

protein:nucleic acid complexes, including Cas9:sgRNA ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complexes, into 

the organ of Corti52. Because activation of Wnt signaling outside the inner ear can promote 

oncogenesis102, such a local delivery platform that minimizes exposure of other cells to the 

editing agent is ideally suited for in vivo base editing of β-catenin.  

We tested different ratios of base editor:sgRNA:lipid in vivo. The optimal ratio combined 

purified BE3 (57 µM), the β-catenin S33-targeting sgRNA or an unrelated sgRNA (100 µM) and 

2.0 µL cationic lipid in a total volume of 12.0 µL. After a 5-minute incubation, we injected 1.0 µL 

of the resulting mixture into the cochlea of postnatal day 1 (P1) wild-type CD1 mice (Figure 

3.4a). The intracochlear injection was followed by subcutaneous injection of 5-ethynyl-2´-

deoxyuridine (EdU) daily throughout the five days to enable detection of proliferating cells. 

Cochlear tissues were harvested at P7 and EdU, Myo7a (a marker for cochlear hair cells), and 

Sox2 (a marker for supporting cells) were detected by chemical staining and 

immunofluorescence. 

Confocal microscopy of cochlear tissue harvested from mice treated with BE3 and the β-

catenin S33-targeting sgRNA revealed cells positive for both EdU and Sox2, consistent with 

newly divided supporting cells (Figure 3.4h). The post-mitotic status of the postnatal day 7 (P7) 

cochlear sensory epithelium was confirmed by the lack of EdU incorporation in the organ of 

Corti, in contrast with EdU incorporation in mesenchymal cells (e.g., tympanic border cells), 
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which are known to be mitotic77,103,104 (Supplementary Figure 3.2, orange arrowhead). A cochlea 

treated with BE3 and the β-catenin S33-targeting sgRNA displayed multiple EdU-positive 

supporting cells in the apical turn (n = 3, EdU and Sox2 double-positive cells = 16±5.3, Figure 

3.4h). We also observed EdU and Sox2 double-positive cells expressing the hair cell marker 

Myo7a (Figure 3.4m,n, blue arrows). Indeed, all EdU and Myo7a double-positive cells observed 

were also Sox2-positive (Figure 3.4e,h,m,n), consistent with transdifferentiation of supporting 

cells into hair cells77. The expansion of supporting cells (EdU and Sox2 double-positive cells) 

was within the inner pillar cell region and likely represented Lgr5+ cells, consistent with 

previously reports77,83. 

In contrast, treatment of the cochlea with optimized CORRECT HDR reagents (1:1.1:0.5 

molar ratio of Cas9: sgRNA: donor ssDNA), resulted in no evidence of newly divided supporting 

cells (EdU- and Sox2-positive) or newly divided hair cells (EdU- and Myo7a-positive) (Figure 

3.4d,g,k,l), consistent with the inefficiency of HDR in these post-mitotic cells. A control cochlea 

treated with BE3 and an unrelated sgRNA also showed no newly divided supporting cells or hair 

cells (Figure 3.4c,f,i,j).  The lack of EdU-positive cells in the sensory epithelium excludes the 

possibility of cell division resulting from lipid-mediated BE3 protein delivery. Together, these 

results suggest that base editing of Ser 33 to Phe in β-catenin, in contrast with Cas9 nuclease-

mediated HDR, can induce cell division and transdifferentiation of supporting cells into hair cells 

in post-mitotic cells in vivo. This difference can be attributed to mechanistic differences between 

base editing and HDR-mediated editing, as the cellular machinery that mediates HDR is inactive 

or poorly expressed in non-dividing cells such as the target cells in the sensory epithelium21. 

To visualize the location and distribution of cationic lipid-mediated protein and RNP 

delivery following intracochlear injection into the mouse inner ear of P1 mice, we performed 

analogous intracochlear injections of lipid complexed with proteins. Cre-mediated recombination 

in Ai9 tdTomato mice results in tdTomato fluorescence. We injected (–30)GFP–Cre complexed 

with lipid into these mice, and observed tdTomato fluorescence in supporting cells 
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(Supplementary Figure 3.4). We then performed injections into wild-type CD1 mice of lipid 

complexed with BE3 and fluorescein-labeled S33-targeting sgRNA and observed fluorescein 

localized within the organ of Corti in regions containing supporting cells and hair cells 

(Supplementary Figure 3.4). Injection of lipid complexed with fluorescein-labeled sgRNA without 

BE3 did not result in fluorescein signal, likely due to sgRNA degradation. These observations 

suggest that intracochlear injection of cationic lipid-meditated protein or RNP delivery results in 

localized delivery within the cochlea, including supporting cells and hair cells of interest. 

High-throughput DNA sequencing of genomic DNA from bulk cochlear tissue of treated 

mice confirmed base editing of β-catenin Ser 33 to Phe in three regions of the cochlea: the 

organ of Corti (2.8% of total sequencing reads containing S33F β-catenin), the stria vascularis 

(3.0%), and the modiolus (0.7%), with low indel formation (averaging 0.4% across all tissues) 

(Figure 3.5). We note that samples of cochlear cells from treated mice included cells that were 

not exposed to base editor, and thus we expect the percentage of dissected tissue containing 

the S33F mutation to be substantially less than the frequency of base editing observed in 

cultured cells, consistent with previous reports67. In contrast, we observed no substantial C-to-T 

conversion (≤ 0.25%) or indels (≤ 0.1%) in three regions of the cochlea injected with optimized 

CORRECT HDR agents (Figure 3.5), consistent with the known ineffectiveness of HDR in post-

mitotic supporting cells21. Collectively, these results confirm that base editing, in contrast to 

HDR, can mediate local installation of the β-catenin S33F mutation in post-mitotic sensory cells 

in vivo. 
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Figure 3.4 Outcomes associated with in vivo RNP-mediated base editing in post-mitotic 
cochlea. (a) The cochlea of a postnatal day 1 (P1) mouse was injected with lipid nanoparticles 
encapsulating BE3+sgRNA, CORRECT HDR agents, or controls. The next day, mice received 5-
ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU) by subcutaneous injection once per day for 5 days. At postnatal day 
7 (P7), one day after the fifth EdU injection, the cochlea was dissected and organ of Corti was 
visualized by chemical staining (to visualize EdU) and immunofluorescence (Myo7a and Sox2). 
In the cochlea, Myo7a (red) is expressed in hair cells and Sox2 (green) is expressed in supporting 
cells. EdU (white) marks newly divided cells. (b) Quantification of Sox2 and EdU double-positive 
cells at the apical region of the organ of Corti from mice treated with BE3 + S33-targeting sgRNA 
(n = 3), CORRECT HDR agents (n = 3), or BE3 + unrelated sgRNA (n = 3). Values and error bars 
reflect mean and SEM (c-n) Images from the organ of Corti tissue of mice treated with (c, f, i, j) 
BE3 + unrelated sgRNA; (d, g, k, l) CORRECT HDR agents; or (e, h, m, n) BE3 + S33-targeting 
sgRNA. The blue arrows point to triple-positive cells that had undergone proliferation and 
reprogramming to cells expressing Myo7a. (c, d, e) x-y plane of hair cell layers. (f, g, h) x-y plane 
of supporting cell layers. (i, k, m) x-z plane of samples in (f, g, h) at the dotted yellow lines. (j, k, 
m) x-z plane of samples in (f, g, h) at the dotted yellow lines, but with the Myo7a and Sox2 
channels shown. Scale bar (white) = 25 μm. 
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Figure 3.5 In vivo S33F mutation of β-catenin induced by injection of base editor RNPs. (a) 
Tissue was harvested from the cochlea of mice injected with either BE3+S33-targeting sgRNA, 
or with CORRECT HDR agents. Injected tissues were further microdissected into the organ of 
Corti, stria vascularis and modiolus. HTS of genomic DNA isolated from tissue samples revealed 
the frequency of the S33F mutation. Note that because tissue samples contain cells not exposed 
to editing agents, the observed genome modification frequency in these samples is less than the 
editing efficiency of treated cells. (b) Indel frequency at the Ser 33 locus following treatments 
described in (a). Values and error bars reflect mean ± SEM of four mice injected with BE3 and 
four mice injected with CORRECT HDR agents. Control samples in (a) and (b) are organ of Corti 
from three contralateral uninjected ears.	
 

3.4 Discussion 

This study establishes in vivo base editing of post-mitotic sensory cells through the local 

injection of a base editor RNP:lipid complex into the inner ear of mice. Here, the resulting base 

editing event precisely introduced a S33F mutation into β-catenin, altering its ability to be 

phosphorylated and decreasing its degradation rate, thereby enhancing Wnt signaling in vitro 

and in vivo. This single amino acid change was installed in cultured cells more efficiently and 

with far fewer undesired genome modifications using base editing with BE3 than using HDR 

with Cas9 nuclease and a donor DNA template. Our observations in vivo also reveal that base 

editing, but not HDR, can be used to effect physiological changes in the post-mitotic mammalian 

inner ear, consistent with the lack of dependence of base editing on homologous recombination 

machinery.  
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In contrast with the use of base editing to directly restore the sequence of a mutated 

gene to that of the corresponding wild-type allele23-25,68,72, this study establishes that base 

editing the potential of a protein to undergo post-translational modification, in this case to block 

its ability to be phosphorylated and degraded, can also achieve a desired physiological 

outcome. Such an approach offers a potential advantage over simple gene correction in cases 

in which a low level of protein alteration can exert an amplified physiological effect. In this 

application, the effects of β-catenin S33F base editing, amplified through the ability of a 

persistent transcription factor to mediate multiple transcriptional events, greatly augments Wnt 

signaling, leading to detectable changes in cell proliferation and cell state.  

Our work establishes that local delivery of base editor as an RNP complex into the 

cochlea enables a high degree of specificity both for the target DNA locus and for the target 

cells in the cochlea. These features are distinct from the delivery of diffusible small 

molecules51,75,105,106, which can perturb the activity of homologous protein targets and have a 

greater potential to affect the homeostasis of other tissues in vivo. Another key feature of the 

RNP delivery approach used in this study is that precise genome alterations are made without 

exposing cells to exogenous DNA or virus, preventing the possibility of random integration of 

DNA into the host cell genome.  

Although activating the Wnt pathway in the cochlea is likely insufficient to restore 

function in a damaged cochlea106-109, these findings suggest the potential to manipulate complex 

signaling pathways by a precise in vivo editing strategy. This approach has potential for in vivo 

cellular reprogramming, and, in principle, may be applicable to other disorders for which current 

therapies are repeated dosing of small-molecule Wnt agonists106-109.  
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3.5 Methods 

Animal models 

CD1-IGS mice and floxP-tdTomato mice were obtained from Charles River Laboratories. 

All animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and the Use Committee 

of Massachusetts Eye and Ear. 

  

Cell line authentication and quality control 

HEK293T (American Type Culture Collection, ATCC CRL-3216) and NIH/3T3 (ATCC 

CRL-1658) were maintained in DMEM plus GlutaMax (Thermo Fisher) supplemented with 10% 

(v/v) fetal bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin/streptomycin (Thermo Fisher) at 37°C with 5% 

CO2. Cells were obtained from ATCC and were authenticated and verified to be free of 

mycoplasma by ATCC upon purchase. 

 

Cloning of plasmids 

The sgRNA plasmids were generated by USER cloning. Phusion U Hot Start DNA 

Polymerase (Thermo Fisher) was used to replace desired protospacers from the sgRNA 

template plasmid. The cDNA plasmids were generated by site directed mutagenesis (New 

England Biolabs). Primers were designed with overhang containing the desired point mutation 

sequence and used to amplify from a previously reported β-catenin cDNA construct107,108. PCR 

products were carried out using NEB stable Competent cells (New England Biolabs). See Note 

S2 for a full list of primers used in this study. 

 

Expression and purification of BE3 protein 

 BE3 protein was prepared by overexpressing in BL21 Star (DE3)-competent E. coli cells 

using a plasmid encoding the bacterial codon-optimized base editor with a His6 N-terminal 
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purification tag. Detailed purification steps are described in our previous study109, and the 

expression plasmid is available on Addgene (Note S1).  

 

In vitro transcription of sgRNA 

 PCR was performed using Q5 Hot Start High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England 

Biolabs) and primers as listed in the Note S2 to linearize DNA fragments containing the T7 RNA 

polymerase promoter sequence upstream of the desired 20 bp sgRNA protospacer and the 

sgRNA backbone. HiScribe T7 Quick High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit (New England Biolabs) was 

used to transcribe sgRNA at 37 °C for 14-16 h with 1 µg of linear template per 20 µL reaction. 

Fluorescein-labeled sgRNA was transcribed by adding 10% v/v Fluorescein RNA Labeling Mix 

(Sigma Aldrich) to the transcription system. Purification of sgRNA was performed with 

MEGAClear Transcription Clean Up Kit (Thermo Fisher), following the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Purified sgRNAs (100 µM) were stored in aliquots at -80 °C. 

 

Protein extraction and western blotting 

Total proteins were extracted with radioimmune precipitation assay buffer from whole 

cells. Cytoplasmic and nuclear protein extracts were prepared with NE-PER nuclear and 

cytoplasmic extraction reagents (Thermo Fisher) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

The protein lysates were separated on 4–12% NuPAGE Bis-Tris gels (Invitrogen) and 

electrotransferred to 0.2-µm PVDF (polyvinylidene difluoride) membranes (Bio-Rad). The 

membranes were probed with rabbit anti-Non-phospho β-catenin (1:1000, Cell signaling 4270), 

rabbit anti-β-catenin (1:2000, Sigma C2206), and mouse anti-GAPDH (1:800, Millipore 

MAB374) followed by horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit (Chemicon), or anti-mouse 

(Chemicon) antibodies. The blots were detected with ECL-Plus Western Blotting Substrate 

(Thermo Fisher) (See Supplementary Figure 3.5). As noted in the Millipore data sheet, GAPDH 
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resides in both the cytosol and nucleus, where GAPDH is translocated to the nucleus when cells 

respond to the initial stages of apoptosis or oxidative stress. 

 

Real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) 

For each biological replicate, total RNA was extracted from HEK293T and reverse-

transcribed into cDNA with oligo(dT) primers (Thermo Fisher) and Superscript III reverse 

transcriptase (Life Technologies). RT-qPCR was performed on a LightCycler 96 (Roche) for 

genes of interest with Gapdh as the housekeeping gene. Ct values for genes were averaged 

from three technical replicates. Amplification primers are purchased from Taqman probe: 

GAPDH (Hs02758991), AXIN2 (Hs00610344), CCND1 (Hs00765553), CDKN1A (Hs00355782), 

and FGF20 (Hs00173929). 

 

Plasmid transfection into cell lines 

HEK293T cells were seeded on 48-well collagen-coated BioCoat plates (Corning) in an 

antibiotic-free medium. After 12 hours, HEK293T cells were transfected at ~70% confluency. 

For BE3 or HDR-CORRECT plasmid transfection, 750 ng of Cas9, 250 ng of sgRNA encoding 

plasmids, with or without ssDNA (0, 0.7, 1.3, 2.7 µg) were transfected using 1.5 µl of 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) per well similar to the method used in literature24,95. For 

Wnt activity, unless otherwise noted, 200 ng Topflash, 20 ng Renilla, 750 ng of BE and 250 ng 

of sgRNA expression plasmids were transfected using 1.5 µl of Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo 

Fisher) per well according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Balancing pUC19 plasmid (New 

England Biolabs) was transfected to make constant total DNA amount across conditions. For 

GUIDE-seq, 500 ng of Cas9, 250 ng of sgRNA encoding plasmids, and 100 pmol dsODN were 

transfected into NIH/3T3 cells using LONZA 4D-Nucleofector with the EN-158 program 

according to the manufacturer’s protocols. 
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Protein transfection into cell lines 

HEK293T cells were seeded on 48-well collagen-coated BioCoat plates (Corning) in 250 

ml an antibiotic-free medium. After 12 hours, HEK293T cells were transfected at ~70% 

confluency. Base editor protein was incubated with 1.1 times molar excess of the necessary 

sgRNA at room temperature for five min. In parallel, Cas9 protein was incubated with 1.1 times 

molar excess of sgRNA and different specified molar of ssDNA at room temperature. We 

observed that higher sgRNA concentration with constant BE3 concentration did not increase 

base editing efficiency by HTS in vitro. The complex was then incubated with 1.5 ml 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) and transfected according to the manufacturer’s protocol 

for plasmid delivery. BE3 and Cas9 protein were added to a final concentration of 200nM 

(based on a total well volume of 275 ml). 

 

High-throughput sequencing 

Genomic DNA was isolated using the Agencourt DNAdvance Genomic DNA Isolation Kit 

(Beckman Coulter) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. First DNA amplification was 

performed by quantitative PCR with Phusion U Hot Start and SYBR Gold Nucleic Acid Stain 

(Thermo Fisher) to the top of the linear range. PCR products were purified using RapidTips 

(Diffinity Genomics). The second PCR was performed to attach Indexing Adapters (Illumina). 

The products were gel-purified and quantified using the KAPA Library Quantification Kit-Illumina 

(KAPA Biosystems). Samples were sequenced using a single-end read from 200-250 bases 

(depending on the amplicon size) on the MiSeq (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions.  

 

Intracochlear delivery of ribonucleoprotein  

Intracochlear delivery was performed in post-natal day one (P1) CD1 mice or floxP-

tdTomato mice as described previously110. Briefly, mice were anaesthetized by lowering the 
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body temperature before the surgical procedure. A postauricular incision was made near the 

right ear, and the bulla was lifted to expose the cochlea. BE3 protein (57.7 μM stock 

concentration) was pre-complexed with the sgRNA or fluorescein–sgRNA (100 μM stock 

concentration) in a 1:1.1 molar ratio and then mixed with Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher) in 

a 1:1 volumetric ratio. For delivery of (−30)GFP-Cre in floxP-tdTomato mice, 3 µL of 45 μM 

protein was mixed with 3 µL of Lipofectamine 2000. The resulting solution (1.0 µL) was injected 

with a glass pipette (end diameter, 5 μm) attached to a nanolitre micropump (WPI, 

UMP3+Micro4+NanoFil) at the rate of 150-200 nL min-1 through the cochlear capsule into scala 

media at the cochlear basal turn. Controls included the contralateral side of the uninjected 

cochlea, pups that received BE3 protein pre-mixed with an unrelated sgRNA, or pups that 

received sgRNA-only. After injection, the incision was closed and the mice were brought onto a 

heating pad to recover.  

 

EdU incorporation for cell proliferation 

Pups received 10 ul of 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU, 10 mg ml-1) by subcutaneous 

injection once daily for 5 days. EdU incorporation was detected with Click-iT EdU Imaging Kit 

(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.        

 

Immunohistochemistry 

          The temporal bones of P7 pups with BE3 and EdU delivery were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde at 4 °C overnight. Cochlear tissues were either dissected into apical, mid, 

and basal turn for whole-mounts or embedded in optimal cutting temperature medium (OCT) for 

frozen serial sections with cryostat (LEICA CM3050). After EdU detection, tissues were 

incubated with rabbit anti-MYO7a (1:500, Proteus Biomedical) and goat anti-Sox2 (1:100, Santa 

Cruz Biotechnology) antibodies followed with secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa Fluor 
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488, and 568 (Invitrogen). Images were taken with a confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP8) and 

processed with Image J (NIH).  

 

Tissue dissection for HTS 

Three to five days after the BE3: sgRNA delivery, cochlea tissues were collected by 

microdissection for high-throughput sequencing. Tissues were dissected into the organ of Corti, 

stria vascularis and modiolus. Each tissue was further dissected into between five and ten 

separate pieces, and DNA extraction was performed separately for each sample, followed by 

high-throughput sequencing as described above. The data presented in Figure 3.5 shows 

sequencing data resulting from extraction of one microdissected sample from each cochlear 

region. 

 

Data analysis 

Sequencing reads were demultiplexed using MiSeq Reporter (Illumina). Indel 

frequencies were assessed using a previously described MATLAB script24, which counts indels 

of ≥1 base occurring in a 30-base window around the BE3 nicking site. Indels were defined as 

detectable if there was a significant difference (Student’s two-tailed t-test, p < 0.05) between 

indel formation in the treated sample and untreated control. Base editing frequencies were 

further assessed using a previously described MATLAB script24. In brief, reads which did not 

contain insertions or deletions were aligned to an appropriate reference sequence via the Smith-

Waterman algorithm. Individual bases with an Illumina quality score less than or equal to 30 

were converted to the placeholder nucleotide (N). This quality threshold results in nucleotide 

frequencies with an expected theoretical error rate of 1 in 1,000. This ensures that reads 

containing both base edits and indels are not counted as successful base-edits, and only 

analyzes the non-indel containing population of reads. To calculate the number of edited reads 

as a percentage of the total number of successfully generated sequencing reads, the 
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percentage of non-indel containing edited reads as measured from the alignment algorithm 

were multiplied by (1- fraction of reads containing an indel). 

 

Data Availability 

High-throughput sequencing data that support the findings of this study have been 

deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive database under Accession Number 

SRP136325.  
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Chapter Four: Cytosine and adenine base editing of the brain, liver, retina, heart and 
skeletal muscle of mice via adeno-associated viruses 
  

This chapter has been adapted from:  
 
Levy, J. M., Yeh, W.-H., Pendse, N., Davis, J. R., Hennessey, E., Butcher, R., Koblan, L. W., 
Comander, J., Liu, Q., Liu, D. R. Cytosine and adenine base editing of the brain, liver, retina, 
heart and skeletal muscle of mice via adeno-associated viruses. Nature Biomedical 
Engineering 4, 97–110 (2020) 
 
Contributions: 
 
 Dr. Jonathan Levy and Professor David Liu led the project. It’s my great pleasure to work 
with Jon. He is very kind to share his project with me. I contributed to the following experiments 
(1) constructed split GFP with Npu and Cfa inteins, transfected the split GFP, analyzed splicing 
efficiency with flow cytometry on GFP signal (2) investigated in split base editor localization in 
treated cells by labeling each half of the base editor and collecting confocal images (3) 
Compared editing efficiency across generations of AAV-CBEs in vitro (4) performed CIRCLE-
seq on Npc1-targeting sgRNA (5) developed an image analysis pipeline that tailors to markers 
used in Npc1, analyzed protein expressions in treated and untreated Npc1 mice. Both (1) and 
(2) are not included in the final manuscript.  
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4.1 Introduction 

To bypass this packaging size limit and deliver base editors using AAVs, we devised a 

split base-editor dual-AAV strategy111,112 in which the CBE or ABE is divided into an amino-

terminal and carboxy-terminal half. Each base-editor half is fused to half of a fast-splicing split 

intein. Following co-infection by AAV particles expressing each base editor–split-intein half, 

protein splicing in trans reconstitutes full-length base editor. Unlike other approaches utilizing 

small molecules113 or single guide RNA (sgRNA) 114 to bridge split Cas9, intein splicing removes 

all exogenous sequences and regenerates a native peptide bond at the split site, resulting in a 

single reconstituted protein identical in sequence to the unmodified base editor. 

In this study, we developed split-intein CBEs and split-intein ABEs, and integrated them 

into optimized dual-AAV genomes that enable the most efficient base editing to date in somatic 

tissues of therapeutic relevance, including liver, heart, muscle, retina and brain. We used the 

resulting AAVs to achieve base-editing efficiencies at test loci for both CBEs and ABEs that, in 

each of these tissues, meet or exceed therapeutically relevant editing thresholds for the 

treatment of some human genetic diseases at AAV dosages that are known to be well tolerated 

in humans. Integrating these developments, we used dual-AAV split-intein base editors to treat 

a mouse model of Niemann–Pick disease type C (NPC)—a debilitating disease that affects the 

central nervous system (CNS), resulting in correction of the casual mutation in CNS tissue, 

preservation of target neurons and an increase in animal lifespan. 

 

4.2 Results 

4.2.1 In vivo correction of a causal Niemann–Pick mutation in mouse CNS 

Integrating the above developments, we applied AAV-mediated in vivo base-editor 

delivery to correct a mutation associated with human disease in the CNS of an animal. NPC1 

mediates intracellular lipid transport, and loss-of-function mutations cause NPC disease—a 
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neurodegenerative ataxia. NPC1 c.3182T > C (encoding Ile1061Thr) is the most prevalent 

mutation in humans that causes NPC disease115. Previous work suggests that Niemann– Pick 

disease is primarily a CNS disorder; genetic deletion of Npc1 in the CNS alone causes 

Niemann–Pick disease in mice115, while expression of wild-type Npc1 in the CNS alone prevents 

the disease116. Furthermore, deletion of Npc1 in Purkinje neurons alone causes motor 

impairment117. Chimeric mouse studies suggest that the death of Purkinje neurons is cell 

autonomous and therefore amenable to mosaic rescue118. Npc1I1061T homozygous mice (from 

Jackson Laboratory, 027704) develop ataxia and have a reduced lifespan of approximately 17 

weeks119, while chimeric mice with ≥15–32% wild-type alleles show modest but detectable 

increases in lifespan and reduced ataxia119. 

To test whether base editing of Npc1 c.3182T>C in the CNS might extend lifespan, we 

injected P0 Npc1I1061T (c.3182T > C) homozygous mice with 4 × 1010 or 1 × 1011 vg total AAV9 

encoding v5 AAV-CBE (2 × 1010 or 5 × 1010 vg of each AAV half ) targeting the Npc1I1061T 

mutation, and 1×1010 vg of GFP–KASH, which we refer to as low dose and high dose, 

respectively. Cytosine base editing at this site should directly revert the 3182T>C mutation 

(Figure 4.1a). Although we found no difference in lifespan between low-dose and untreated 

mice (Figure 4.1b), high-dose mice survived 9.2% longer than untreated mice (Figure 4.1b; 

median survival increases from 102.5 to 112 d; χ2 = 5.358; d.f. = 1; P = 0.02, Mantel–Cox test). 

Given the modest lifespan increase, we treated a second cohort of five Npc1I1061T mice using 

retro-orbital injections of 3 × 1012 vg v5 PHP.eB-CBE or 1 × 1012 vg AAV9-CBE at P30–P40. 

Consistent with the results of the first cohort, this second treated cohort survived 10% longer 

than untreated mice (median survival increased from 109 to 120 d; χ2 = 5.911; d.f. = 1; P = 

0.015, Mantel–Cox test). Taken together, these findings suggest that in vivo AAV-delivered 

base editing to correct Npc1 c.3182T > C modestly extends the lifespan of treated mice. 

To determine whether v5 AAV9-CBE injection increases the number of surviving 

Purkinje neurons, we compared a cohort of age-matched injected and untreated mice at P98–
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P105 (close to the lifespan of the untreated mice). To estimate AAV9 transduction efficiency, we 

tested AAV9 transduction in CNS cells following neonatal direct brain injections. Measurements 

of GFP+ nuclei by flow cytometry showed that in cortical tissue, the transduction percentage is 

close to 43%. In cerebellar tissue, the transduction percentage is close to 2.7%. The low 

transduction in the cerebellum is consistent with previous reports that Purkinje neurons 

represent nearly all cerebellar neurons transduced following P0 injections120-122. To confirm that 

transduced cerebellar cells were Purkinje neurons, we injected L7-GFP mice (from Jackson 

Laboratory, 004690), which express cytoplasmic GFP in Purkinje neurons, with an mCherry-

expressing AAV9 construct, and observed robust transduction only in GFP+ cells. Importantly, 

most Purkinje neurons were transduced, suggesting that the GFP+ nuclei reflect a relatively 

large and unbiased sample of the overall Purkinje cell population. Taken together, these results 

suggest that all four variants transduce CNS cells with comparable efficiency.  

In agreement with the observed lifespan extension, injection of AAV9 AAV-CBE 

increased the number of surviving Purkinje neurons from 24% of the wild-type value to 38% of 

the wild-type value (uninjected: 5.1±1.2 Purkinje neurons per mm of Purkinje cell layer; injected: 

8.0±0.8 Purkinje neurons per mm; wild type: 21.1±5.5 Purkinje neurons per mm; uninjected 

versus injected: P = 0.03) (Figure 4.1c). Quantitatively similar increases in Purkinje cell survival 

mediated by small molecules in Npc1–/– mice have previously been associated with lifespan 

increases similar to those we observed123. These results show that AAV-mediated CNS base 

editing of Npc1 increases the survival of Purkinje neurons to an extent consistent with the 

lifespan increase of the treated mice. To further probe the possibility that Npc1 base editing 

improves cellular markers of NPC1 disease, and to deter- mine whether the CBE-mediated 

mosaic rescue might provide systemic benefits, we examined CD68+ reactive microglia—a 

measure of CNS inflammation124,125. We quantified the density of CD68+ cells and total CD68+ 

tissue area in mice injected with AAV9 AAV-CBE, finding modest decreases in CD68+ tissue 

area in agreement with the modest increase in Purkinje cell survival (Figure 4.1d; decrease from 
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19.9±0.05 to 16.7±0.08%; P=0.005). Although CD68+ cell density decreased from 913±26 to 

850±30cells per mm2, this difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.15). 

 Finally, we euthanized mice from the survival cohort at the onset of morbidity to harvest 

brain tissue for high-throughput DNA sequencing, and sorted GFP+ (from 1×1010 vg of GFP–

KASH) cortical and cerebellar nuclei. In mice given a low dose of v5 AAV-CBE, the Npc1 

c.3182T>C mutation was corrected with 31±16% efficiency in unsorted cortical nuclei, and in 46 

± 22% of GFP+ nuclei. In cerebellum, we observed editing of 0.4 ± 0.5% in unsorted tissue and 

11 ± 8.4% in GFP+ nuclei, which correspond to the critical Purkinje cell population that must be 

edited to treat NPC disease. In high-dose mice, we observed cortical editing of 48 ± 8.2 and 81 

± 3.7% in unsorted and sorted nuclei, respectively, and target cerebellar editing of 0.3 ± 0.2 and 

42 ± 14% of unsorted and sorted nuclei, respectively (Figure 4.1e). In all cases, C-to-T editing 

without bystander edits or indels was predominant among edited alleles; over 94% of edited 

alleles precisely correct the c.3182T>C mutation and encode the wild-type allele (Figure 4.1e). 

We also determined whether off-target editing might occur in the sorted cerebellar and cortical 

nuclei. We identified candidate loci using two methods: we used CRISPOR (a bioinformatic 

method to predict off-target sites with Cas9 activity) and we empirically determined off-target 

Cas9 loci using CIRCLE-seq on genomic DNA harvested from the liver of an untreated 

Npc1I1061T mouse. We then performed amplicon sequencing to confirm editing at eight total 

candidate loci identified by either method. We observed only a single confirmed off-target site: 

an intronic sequence in Epas1 >3kb away from the nearest exonic sequences, which was edited 

at a low efficiency of 0.3 ± 0.05% (Figure 4.2). 

 Previous work with mosaic mice has shown that approximately 15–32% wild-type Npc1 

alleles are required for modest but measurable phenotypic improvement and lifespan 

extension69. Since the above data suggest ~11% Purkinje cell editing in low-dose mice with no 

lifespan extension and ~42% Purkinje cell editing in high-dose mice with modest but significant 
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lifespan extension, our results are wholly consistent with the modest lifespan gains observed in 

mosaic mice with similar proportions of wild-type alleles118. 

We note that unedited cells may have degenerated; thus, editing levels in sequenced 

tissue represent upper limits of the initial percentage of edited cells. To minimize the effect of 

degeneration on the frequency of edited cells, we measured base editing in heterozygous 

Npc1I1061T/+ mice, which do not show NPC disease phenotypes, following high-dose P0 

injections. At P29, we found 31±5.8% of GFP+ cerebellar nuclei were edited, which increased to 

54±10% at P110. In sorted cortical nuclei, the percentage of edited cells increased from 59±5.4 

to 82±7.2%, suggesting that C•G-to-T•A editing continues for more than 4 weeks after P0 

injection. To test whether CBE is chronically expressed, we injected Npc1+/+ mice with v5 AAV-

CBE at P0 and harvested brains at P110 for staining against Cas9 and GFP. We observed 

expression of both Cas9 and GFP at P110 in cerebellar and cortical tissue, suggesting that, 

consistent with previous studies, AAV mediates long-term neuronal transgene expression. 

Although the above data are consistent with a prolonged editing activity window, and although 

Npc1+/− heterozygotes do not have any cellular markers of disease125, we cannot rule out the 

possibility that the apparent continued editing in heterozygotes may simply be the result of a 

survival advantage in edited cells. 

 These results establish that dual-AAV split-intein base-editor delivery in mice with NPC 

directly corrects a substantial fraction of pathogenic alleles in the CNS. Together, these results 

show the use of base editing to treat an animal model of a human CNS disease. 
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Figure 4.1 Base editing of Npc1I1061T in the mouse CNS. 
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Figure 4.1 (Continued) 
(a) Schematic of the Npc1 locus, highlighting the mutation in exon 21, the protospacer and 
protospacer- adjacent motif (PAM) sequence targeted, and the desired CBE-mediated reversion 
of I1061T. (b) Kaplan–Meier plots of untreated homozygous Npc1I1061T mice (red; n = 14), 
Npc1I1061T heterozygous mice (black; n = 14) and mice injected with either 4 × 1010 vg total of v5 
CBE3.9max AAV9 targeting NPC1I1061T (left; blue; n = 7) or 1 × 1011 vg total v5 CBE3.9max AAV9 
targeting Npc1I1061T (right; blue; n = 5). Following 1 × 1011 vg injection, the median survival 
increased from 102.5 to 112 d (P = 0.02, Mantel–Cox test). (c) Immunofluorescence 
measurements of Purkinje cell survival. Images are representative Calbindin- stained midline 
sagittal cerebellar slices from P98–P105 mice. Surviving calbindin+ cells appear in green, while 
DAPI is pseudocoloured magenta. In the quantification of the imaging data (right), each point 
represents the average number of Purkinje cells per slice for each mouse (wild type: n = 3 mice; 
n = 9 images; Npc1I1061T untreated: n = 5 mice; n = 20 images; Npc1I1061T AAV-CBE: n = 2 mice; 
n = 16 images). For the comparison of untreated versus treated, a two-sided t-test was used (*P 
= 0.0327). (d) Immunofluorescence measurements of CD68+ tissue area. Images are 
representative CD68-stained midline saggital cerebellar slices from P98–P105 mice. EGFP–
KASH-labelled cells appear in cyan, CD68+ cells appear in yellow and the DrAQ5 signal is 
pseudocoloured magenta. The untreated mice were not injected and did not express GFP. In the 
quantification of CD68+ tissue area (right), each point represents the average per mouse (wild 
type: n = 3 mice, n = 15 images; Npc1I1061T untreated: n = 2 mice, n = 6 images; Npc1I1061T AAV-
CBE: n = 2 mice, n = 10 images). For the comparison of untreated versus treated, a two-sided t-
test was used (***P = 0.0005). (e) Cortical and cerebellar base editing in P0 mice injected with v5 
CBE3.9max AAV9 targeting Npc1I1061T. Left: lighter bars report editing in unsorted (grey) or GFP+ 
cells (green) following injection of n = 3 mice with 4 × 1010 vg v5 CBE3.9max (2 × 1010 vg of each 
split base-editor half), while darker bars correspond to editing following injection of n = 5 mice 
with 1 × 1011 vg v5 CBE3.9max (5 × 1010 vg of each split base-editor half). Middle: base editing 
to the precisely corrected wild-type allele shown in (a) from the 1 × 1011 vg injections, where lighter 
bars indicate the frequency of alleles that were corrected to the wild-type sequence and re-plotted 
darker bars indicate total C•G-to-T•A editing of the T1061 codon coloured red in (a). right: 
precisely corrected (wild-type) alleles as a percentage of all edited alleles in mice injected with 1 
× 1011 vg v5 CBE3.9max AAV9 targeting Npc1I1061T. In (b), tick marks indicate animal deaths. In 
(c-e), bars represent mean + s.d. Dots represent individual mice. In (c) and (d), scale bars 
represent 200 μm. Two-sided t-tests without multiple comparison corrections were used to test 
for the statistical significance of immunofluorescence.  
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Figure 4.2 Off-target analysis of Npc1-targeting sgRNA. (a) Results of CIRCLE-seq using the 
Npc1-targeting sgRNA and Cas9 to cut gDNA harvested from untreated Npc1I1061T mouse liver. 
Note that off-target candidate sequences are aligned to the wild-type C57BL/6 genome; the wild-
type Npc1 allele on line 2 is not present in the assay. (b) CRISPOR off-target analysis off the six 
sites with the highest predicted Cas9 activity as determined by CFD score, including the on-target 
site, in descending order. (c) Amplicon sequencing of the three CIRCLE-seq candidate loci from 
treated, sorted mouse cortical and cerebellar samples shown in Figure 4.1f. Off-target guide 
sequences are shown in (c). (d) Amplicon sequencing of the top five CRISPOR predicted Cas9 
off-target sites from treated, sorted mouse cortical and cerebellar samples shown in Figure 4.1f. 
In (c-d), individual cytosines in the protospacer are arrayed on the x-axis, with base 1 the farthest 
from the PAM and base 20 PAM-adjacent, as depicted in (a).  Light grey bars indicate cerebellar 
samples; dark grey bars indicate cortical samples. The dotted line indicates the detection 
threshold of 0.1% editing. Bars represent mean+SD. Black dots represent individual mice (n=4 
mice for cerebellar samples; n=5 mice for cortical samples). 
 

4.3 Discussion 

This study describes an optimized dual-AAV system that delivers split-intein CBEs and 

ABEs, resulting in therapeutically relevant in vivo genome-editing efficiencies following injection 
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of ~1013– 1014 vg kg-1—a dosage comparable to those currently used in human gene therapy 

trials11. The optimizations described above greatly improve the efficiency of AAV-encoded base 

editors and may also be useful to other AAV-based systems for the delivery of genome- editing 

agents126,127. Many somatic cell types of therapeutic and scientific interest can be efficiently 

transduced with known AAV variants, including haematopoietic cells128, liver129, sensory 

organs130 and CNS11, suggesting that this work may facilitate a broad range of studies in animal 

models of many human genetic diseases. Finally, we tested different injection routes to deliver 

AAV-packaged split base editors in postnatal mice, and demonstrate efficient base editing in 

brain and retina, enabling causal gene correction of NPC disease. Previous work has shown 

that gene augmentation by AAV9-delivered Npc1 significantly increases lifespan in Npc1−/− 

mice124,131,132. Npc1 gene augmentation appears to improve lifespan more than the split-editor 

constructs described here, although the delivery efficiency appears similar, potentially due to 

gene augmentation producing functional Npc1 in all transduced cells without requiring additional 

mechanistic steps. Further improvements to the base editors and AAV architecture may improve 

phenotypic rescue in this setting.  

4.4 Methods 

AAV production 

AAV production was performed as previously described133 with some alterations. 

HEK293T/17 cells were maintained in DMEM/10% FBS without antibiotic in 150mm dishes 

(Thermo Fisher 157150), and passaged every 2-3 days. Cells for production were split 1:3 1 day 

before PEI transfection. 5.7 µg AAV genome, 11.4 µg pHelper (Clontech), and 22.8 µg rep-cap 

plasmid were transfected per plate. 1 day after transfection, media was exchanged for 

DMEM/5% FBS. 3 days after transfection, cells were scraped with a rubber cell scraper 

(Corning), pelleted by centrifugation for 10 minutes at 2000 g, resuspended in 500 µL 

hypertonic lysis buffer per plate (40 mM Tris base, 500 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgCl2 with 100 U/mL 
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salt active nuclease (Arcticzymes 70910-202), and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h to lyse cells. 

Media was decanted, combined with a 5x solution of 40% PEG in 2.5 M NaCl (final 

concentration 8% PEG / 500 mM NaCl), incubated on ice for 2 hours to facilitate PEG 

precipitation, and centrifuged at 3200 g for 40 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and the 

pellet resuspended in 500 µL lysis buffer per plate and added to the cell lysate. Incubation at 37 

°C was continued for 30 minutes. Crude lysates were either incubated at 4 °C overnight or 

directly used for ultracentrifugation. 

Cell lysates were gently clarified by centrifugation at 2000 g for 10 minutes and added to 

Beckman Quick-seal tubes via 16-gauge 5” disposable needles (Air-Tite N165). A discontinuous 

iodixanol gradient was formed by sequentially floating layers: 9 mL 15% iodixanol in 500 mM 

NaCl and 1x PBS-MK (1x PBS plus 1 mM MgCl2 and 2.5 mM KCl), 6 mL 25% iodixanol in 1x 

PBS-MK, and 5 mL each of 40% and 60% iodixanol in 1x PBS-MK. Phenol red at a final 

concentration of 1 µg/mL was added to the 15, 25, and 60% layers to facilitate identification. 

Ultracentrifugation was performed using a Ti 70 rotor in a Sorvall WX+ series ultracentrifuge 

(Thermo Fisher) at 58,600 rpm for 2:15 (h:mm) at 18 °C. Following ultracentrifugation, roughly 4 

mL of solution was withdrawn from the 40%-60% iodixanol interface via an 18-gauge needle, 

dialyzed with PBS containing 0.001% F-68, and ultrafiltered via 100-kD MWCO columns (EMD 

Millipore). The concentrated viral solution was sterile-filtered using a 0.22 µm filter, quantified 

via qPCR (AAVpro Titration Kit v.2, Clontech), and stored at 4°C until use. 

 

Animals 

All experiments in live animals were approved by the Broad Institute and Massachusetts 

Eye and Ear Institutional and Animal Care and Use Committees. Wild-type C57BL/6 mice were 

from Charles River (#027). Jackson Labs supplied all transgenic mice: Npc1tm(I1061T)Dso 

(#027704), Ai9 (#007909), Rhodopsin-iCre (#015850), and L7-GFP (#004690). 
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Image analysis 

For determination of Purkinje neuron counts, and CD68+ cell counts, ilastik was used to 

identify fluorescent objects. Experimenter-annotated images (cropped subfields of the images 

included for publication) were used to manually train the pixel classification module of the 

program to accurately identify objects based on size and morphology. The trained pixel 

classification module was then used to analyze all images. The probability files from ilastik were 

imported into CellProfiler for counting. In CellProfiler, objects were detected and counted using 

the “Mask Image”, “Enhance Edge,” “Smooth”, “Identify Primary Objects,” and “calculate 

statistic” modules, and the program was instructed to only count objects with specified 

diameters (GFP images were set to 15 and 100 pixels;CD68 images were set between 10 and 

100 pixels). The “Overlay Outlines” module, which generates an image of outlined objects, was 

used to manually check the automated output. The percentage of CD68+ area in the brain was 

calculated using CellProfiler and ImageJ by dividing the total CD68+ area from “Calculate 

Statistic” in CellProfiler with total brain area as manually outlined in ImageJ. A subset of images 

were manually analysed by a blinded experimenter to validate the accuracy of the final imaging 

pipelines. Differences between the automated and manual counts were <10%. 

 

Off-target analysis 

CIRCLE-seq was performed as previously described82. PCR amplification before 

sequencing was conducted using PhusionU polymerase, and products were gel-purified and 

quantified with a KAPA library quantification kit before loading onto an Illumina MiSeq. Data was 

processed using the CIRCLE-seq analysis pipeline with the following parameters: 

‘read_threshold: 4; window_size: 3; mapq_threshold: 50; start_threshold: 1; gap_threshold: 3; 

mismatch_threshold: 6; merged_analysis: True’. The three sites found by CIRCLE-Seq analysis 

were chosen for PCR amplification and high-throughput sequencing. CRISPOR analysis83 was 
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done and the top five off-target candidates by cutting frequently determination score were 

analysed by amplicon sequencing. 
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Chapter Five: In vivo base editing restores sensory transduction and transiently 
improves auditory function in a mouse model of recessive deafness 
  
This chapter has been adapted from: 
  
Yeh, W.-H., S-O, O., Levy, J. M., Pan, B., Newby, G., Wornow, M., Burt, R., Chen, J. C., Holt, J. 
R., Liu, D. R. In vivo base editing restores sensory transduction and transiently improves 
auditory function in a mouse model of recessive deafness. Accepted by Science Translational 
Medicine. 
 
Contributions: 
 

Professor David Liu and I initiated the project. Dr. Jonathan Levy and I designed the 
experiments. Professor Jeffery Holt, Dr. Olga Shubina-Oleinik, and Dr. Bifeng Pan conducted 
the majority of the animal experiments. Dr. Gregory Newby, Michael Wornow, and Jonathan 
Chen did the computational analysis of CIRCLE-Seq. Dr. Rachel Burt provided the mutant 
mouse. This is an equal contribution work shared by the two first authors. 
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5.1 Abstract 

Most genetic diseases arise from recessive point mutations that require correction, 

rather than disruption, of the pathogenic allele to benefit patients. Base editing has the potential 

to directly repair point mutations and provide therapeutic restoration of gene function. Mutations 

of transmembrane channel-like 1 gene (TMC1) can cause dominant or recessive deafness. We 

developed a base editing strategy to treat Baringo mice, which carry a recessive, loss-of-

function point mutation (c.A545G, resulting in the substitution p.Y182C) in Tmc1 that causes 

deafness. Tmc1 encodes a protein that forms mechanosensitive ion channels in sensory hair 

cells of the inner ear and is required for normal auditory function. We found that sensory hair 

cells of Baringo mice have a complete loss of auditory sensory transduction. To repair the 

mutation, we tested several optimized cytosine base editors (CBEmax variants) and guide 

RNAs in Baringo mouse embryonic fibroblasts. We packaged the most promising CBE, derived 

from an activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), into dual AAVs using a split-intein delivery 

system. The dual AID-CBEmax AAVs were injected into the inner ears of Baringo mice at 

postnatal day 1. Injected mice showed up to 51% reversion of the Tmc1 c.A545G point mutation 

to wild-type sequence (c.A545A) in Tmc1 transcripts. Repair of Tmc1 in vivo restored inner hair-

cell sensory transduction and hair-cell morphology, and transiently rescued low-frequency 

hearing four weeks post-injection. These findings provide a foundation for a potential one-time 

treatment for recessive hearing loss and support further development of base editing to correct 

pathogenic point mutations. 

 

5.2 Introduction 

Hearing loss (HL) is one of the most prevalent chronic conditions among children134. In 

developed countries, the majority of cases have a genetic etiology134. Several hundred genes 

have been identified that cause hereditary HL when mutated. There are currently no biological 

treatments for any form of hereditary HL. Rather, current HL treatments focus on sound 
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amplification or implanted electrodes that stimulate the auditory nerve, neither of which restore 

native function. In recent years, gene replacement therapies have yielded partial restoration of 

auditory function in mouse models of human recessive HL135-138. Scientists have also treated 

genetic HL in mice using gene silencing approaches, including antisense oligonucleotides, 

adeno-associated virus (AAV)-mediated delivery of microRNAs, and genome editing 

approaches139-143. Our groups, in collaboration with others, recently reduced progressive HL in 

the Beethoven mouse model of human genetic deafness by disrupting a dominant deafness 

allele in transmembrane channel-like 1 (Tmc1 in mice, TMC1 in humans) using 

ribonucleoprotein complexes96 or viral delivery141 of CRISPR-Cas9 nuclease. Although gene 

disruption and gene silencing may be viable strategies for treating dominant pathogenic alleles, 

the majority (~80%) of genetic HL cases are the result of recessive loss-of-function mutations 

that require correction, rather than disruption or silencing, of the pathogenic allele to prevent 

HL134,144,145. 

Gene disruption strategies that use programmable nucleases such as Cas9 introduce 

mixtures of insertions and deletions (indels) at the target site, and in general cannot rescue 

recessive loss-of-function mutations146-148. Providing exogenous coding sequences of the wild-

type gene offers a potential treatment strategy for recessive genetic diseases, but this approach 

may result in complications arising from overexpression or ectopic expression of the wild-type 

gene in treated cells10,149,150. In addition, such therapies may require repeated administration, 

which increases the likelihood of inducing side-effects including clinically relevant 

immunogenicity151.  

Alternatively, base editors offer a potential one-time treatment strategy to efficiently and 

permanently correct pathogenic mutations without disrupting the target gene23,24,67. Since base 

editors (~5.2 kb) are too large to fit into a single AAV, we developed a split-intein, dual-AAV 

base editor delivery system that divides a cytosine base editor (CBE) or adenine base editor 
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(ABE) into in two halves, each delivered by a separate AAV126,152. Dual transduction and protein 

splicing reconstitute the active, full-length base editor152. 

To evaluate base editing in a mouse model of recessive HL, we selected the Baringo 

(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mouse153, which harbors a recessive loss-of-function T•A-to-C•G 

mutation in Tmc1 (c.A545G) that substitutes Tyr 182 for Cys (p.Y182C) and results in profound 

deafness by 4 weeks of age. TMC1 protein is required for sensory transduction in hair cells of 

the cochlea154.  Mutations in human TMC1 account for 4-8% genetic deafness in some 

populations154,155, which result in dominant and recessive non-syndromic HL, DFNA36 and 

DFNB7/11, respectively156. In humans, 59 of 63 (94%) identified missense mutations in TMC1 

result in recessive deafness142,157. Thus, the ability to correct recessive loss-of-function 

mutations could offer broad clinical utility for genetic hearing loss.  

We constructed and evaluated combinations of four optimized CBEs and three guide 

RNAs for their ability to directly correct the pathogenic Tmc1Y182C/Y182C C•G base pair to the wild-

type T•A base pair in cultured Baringo-derived mouse cells. We then packaged the most 

promising combination of CBE and guide RNA into a split-intein, dual-AAV in vivo base editor 

delivery system and injected into the inner ears of P1 Baringo mice. This approach successfully 

corrected the Tmc1 point mutation back to the wild-type base in vivo, restored sensory 

transduction in most inner hair cells (IHCs), preserved hair-cell morphology in the cochlear 

apex, and partially rescued auditory function. These results suggest the further development of 

base editing as a potential treatment for recessive hearing loss. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Base editing Tmc1 in vitro  

To develop a base editing strategy capable of correcting the Baringo mutation (Tmc1 

c.A545G), we began by searching for protospacer sequences at the target site. We identified 
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three protospacer-adjacent motifs (PAMs) that allow binding of S. pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9, 

AGG PAM) or the engineered VRQR SpCas9 variant28,54 (GGA or TGA PAM) to the target locus 

in a manner that positions the target Tmc1 nucleotide within the cytosine base editing activity 

window (approximately protospacer positions 4-8, counting the PAM as positions 21-23) 

24,26,28,54,158. Three candidate guide RNAs position this target C•G base pair at protospacer 

position 8 (sgRNA1, AGG PAM), position 7 (sgRNA2, GGA PAM), or position 10 (sgRNA3, TGA 

PAM) (Figure 5.1A).  

We also considered potential bystander edits near the target nucleotide in Tmc1, which 

is located in the sequence 5’…AACAGGAAGCACGAGGCCAC…3’. When the target nucleotide 

is at protospacer position 8 (C8), no other C nucleotides lie within the canonical CBE activity 

window26. Bystander edits at the nearby C10 would result in a silent mutation at the third position 

of the Ser 181 codon. The nearest non-silent Cs are located at C-8 and C15, well outside the 

base editing activity window encoded by any of the three candidate sgRNAs described above 

(Figure 5.1A). Thus, anticipated products of base editing should revert Cys 182 back to Tyr, with 

minimal other non-synonymous amino acid changes, demonstrated in a map showing possible 

base editing outcomes from different CBE and sgRNA combinations (Supplementary Figure 

5.1). 

 The target Tmc1 nucleotide is in an AGC sequence context. We previously noted that 

APOBEC1-derived CBEs (including the commonly used BE3 and BE4 variants)24,48, edit GC 

targets less efficiently24,159, consistent with the known DNA sequence preferences of APOBEC1 

deaminase160. In contrast with APOBEC1, the P. marinus CDA1 deaminase25, and human AID 

deaminase161-165 both deaminate GC substrates efficiently. To compare the activity of CDA1- 

and AID-derived base editors at the Baringo mutation site, we constructed nuclear localization-

optimized, codon-optimized BE4max (also known as APOBEC1-BE4max) that replaces 

APOBEC1 with CDA1 (resulting in CDA1-BE4max), with a highly active laboratory-evolved 
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CDA1 variant we recently described159 (resulting in evoCDA1-BE4max), or with human AID 

deaminase (resulting in AID-BE4max). 

 Next, we isolated cells from Baringo mouse embryos to compare the editing efficiency of 

APOBEC1-BE4max, CDA1-BE4max, evoCDA1-BE4max, and AID-BE4max for targeting Tmc1. 

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were extracted from Baringo embryos at day 13.5 (see 

Methods). We evaluated the ability of APOBEC1-BE4max, CDA1-BE4max, evoCDA1-BE4max, 

and AID-BE4max to convert the target Tmc1 base pair from pathogenic C•G to wild-type T•A 

using sgRNA1.  

To minimize variability from base editor expression differences among cells, we 

constructed plasmids encoding each base editor as a P2A–GFP fusion and isolated GFP-

positive cells by flow cytometry before determination of editing efficiency by high-throughput 

DNA sequencing (HTS). Since P2A is a self-cleaving peptide that couples GFP production with 

full-length base editor translation, GFP-positive cells must also express base editor. Baringo 

MEF cells were nucleofected with two-plasmid mixtures in which one plasmid expressed 

sgRNA1 and the other expressed APOBEC1-BE4max–P2A–GFP, CDA1-BE4max–P2A–GFP, 

evoCDA1-BE4max–P2A–GFP, or AID-BE4max–P2A–GFP (Figure 5.1B). After three days, we 

isolated and sequenced the GFP-positive cells only.  

As anticipated, APOBEC1-BE4max+sgRNA1 showed inefficient (mean±SEM of 

2.0±0.7%) editing at GC8, likely due to the disfavored sequence context of the target C. In 

contrast, CDA1-BE4max resulted in 12-fold improved target base editing efficiency (23±1.4%), 

AID-BE4max resulted in 21-fold more efficient editing (43±0.6%), and evoCDA1-BE4max 

resulted in 25-fold higher editing (50±2.8%), compared to APOBEC1-BE4max (Figure 5.1B). 

APOBEC1-BE4max, CDA1-BE4max, and AID-BE4max all induced low (1.9%) indels at the 

target locus, while evoCDA1-BE4max resulted in a much higher (18%±1.9%) indel frequency 

(Figure 5.1B), consistent with our previous findings159. The ratio of desired base edit:indels for 

AID-BE4max (ratio of 23) was much more favorable than for evoCDA1-BE4max (ratio of 2.7). 
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Since indels in Tmc1 might lead to hair-cell degeneration as observed in homozygous Tmc1 

knockout mice154 and homozygous Baringo mice153 we chose to proceed with AID-BE4max for 

base editing Tmc1.  

Finally, we tested the effect of varying the position of the Baringo mutation among 

sgRNA1, sgRNA2, and sgRNA3, which place the target C at protospacer positions 8, 7, or 10, 

respectively (Figure 5.1A). We used SpCas9-based AID-BE4max with sgRNA1 to access its 

AGG PAM, and used AID-VRQR-BE4max, which contains the VRQR variant of SpCas9 that is 

compatible with NGA PAM sites54, with sgRNA2 and sgRNA3 to access their TGA and GGA 

PAMs, respectively. We transfected plasmids encoding each pair of base editor–P2A–

GFP:sgRNA variant into Baringo MEF cells, sorted for GFP-positive cells, and analyzed them by 

HTS. We observed 43±0.6% editing from AID-BE4max+sgRNA1, 39±1.4% editing from AID-

VRQR-BE4max sgRNA2, and 23±1.4% editing from AID-VRQR-BE4max+sgRNA3 (Figure 

5.1C). Since the AGG PAM accessed by sgRNA1 resulted in the highest editing efficiency, 

consistent with sgRNA1 placement of the target nucleotide into the canonical CBE activity 

window (positions 4-8), we chose to move forward with AID-BE4max+sgRNA1 using our dual-

AAV delivery system. 
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Figure 5.1 Evaluating different base editor and guide RNA combinations to correct the 
Tmc1Y182C/ Y182C allele in Baringo MEF cells. (A) Schematic of the Tmc1 locus highlighting the 
c.A545G mutation (red), silent bystander bases (purple), and three candidate guide RNAs that 
position the target C (in red) at different protospacer positions (C8, C7, C10) and use different PAMs 
(AGG, GGA and TGA, in blue). (B) Base editing efficiencies for the four CBE–P2A–GFP variants 
tested with sgRNA1 (where the four CBEs are APOBEC1-BE4max, CDA1-BE4max, evoCDA1-
BE4max, or AID-BE4max). Base editing values (blue bars) reflect correction of the Baringo 
mutation to the wild-type TMC1 protein coding sequence, with no other non-silent changes or 
indels. Three days following nucleofection into Baringo MEF cells, GFP positive (GFP+) cells were 
sorted and genomic DNA was characterized by high-throughput sequencing. (C) Base editing 
efficiencies for three different guide RNAs tested with AID-BE4max variants: AID-
BE4max+sgRNA1, AID-VRQR-BE4max+sgRNA2, or AID-VRQR-BE4max+sgRNA3. Three days 
following nucleofection of these plasmids into Baringo MEF cells, GFP-positive cells were sorted 
and sequenced by HTS. (D) Base editing efficiencies in Baringo MEF cells following a 14-day 
incubation with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 at high (N terminal: 6.1x108 vg, C 
terminal: 8.3 x108 vg) and low (3.1x107 vg, C terminal: 4.2x107 vg) doses. Dots, colored bars, and 
error bars represent individual biological replicates, mean values, and SEM, respectively (n=3-5). 
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5.3.2 Dual-AAV delivery of Tmc1-targeted base editors in vitro  

To prevent mutant Tmc1-mediated hearing loss, the Baringo mutation must be corrected 

in cochlear hair cells in the inner ear. To deliver base editors, we used inner-ear injection of 

AAV vectors, selecting an ancestrally reconstructed capsid, Anc80L65, hereafter referred to as 

Anc80, for its demonstrated safety and efficacy in the mouse inner ear166. To validate the ability 

of Anc80 to deliver genes into inner hair cells (IHCs) and outer hair cells (OHCs) of Baringo 

mice, we performed inner-ear injection of 7.2x108 viral genome (vg) of Anc80 AAV encoding 

GFP driven by the chicken β-actin hybrid (Cbh) promoter into the inner ear of P1 Baringo mice. 

This viral dose, corresponding to 1.8x109 vg/kg, is well within the range of AAV known to be 

tolerated in human retina in clinical applications167. We observed higher viral transduction 

efficiency in IHC (41.7% in apex and 22.6% in base of cochlea) than in OHC (8.3% in apex and 

2.6% in base of cochlea) (Supplementary Figure 5.2). 

Since the coding sequence of base editors (~5.2 kB) exceeds the DNA capacity of 

AAVs, we modified AID-BE4max in two ways to enable AAV-mediated delivery. First, we divided 

the base editor into two halves (an N-terminal half and a C-terminal half) between Glu573 and 

Cys574, and fused each base editor half with one half of the Npu trans-splicing split intein111,152. 

Co-expression of both base editor–intein halves should result in rapid protein splicing, 

reconstituting full-length base editor. Second, we removed the second uracil glycosylase 

inhibitor (UGI) domain in each, yielding AID-BE3.9max. We recently showed that removing the 

second UGI copy in split-intein CBE variants minimally affects base editing efficiency152. These 

two changes enabled the base editor along with sgRNA1 and all necessary promoter and 

regulatory sequences to fit within two AAVs (≤ 4,849 bp each).  

To test whether this split-intein dual AAV strategy mediated base editing of Tmc1, we 

transduced Baringo MEF cells with dual AAVs encoding AID-BE3.9max+gRNA1 at two 

dosages. The high dose of the N-terminus half was 6.1x108 vg and the low dose was 3.1x107 

vg; the high dose of the C-terminus half was 8.3 x108 vg and the low dose was 4.2x107 vg. After 
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applying the dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 to MEF cells, we cultured the cells for 

two weeks before analyzing editing outcomes using HTS (Figure 5.1D). Treatment of Baringo 

MEF cells with the high dose of AID-BE3.9max AAV resulted in 57% editing (with 4.6% indels) 

of pathogenic C•G to wild-type T•A at Tmc1Y182C/Y182C in unsorted cells. Treatment of the MEF 

cells with the low dose of AID-BE3.9max AAV resulted in 5-10% editing (Figure 5.1D). Given the 

higher editing efficiency from high-dose AAV treatment, we selected dual AID-

BE3.9max+sgRNA1 for subsequent in vivo experiments. 

 

5.3.3 Off-target analysis of Tmc1 base editing 

While base editors are capable of low-level but widespread deamination of RNA168,169 

that can be minimized by using recently described CBE and ABE variants168-171, we did not 

observe any off-target cytosine deamination within the sequenced region of the Tmc1 mRNA of 

treated mice (Supplementary Figure 5.4). We note, however, that since the above experiments 

were conducted before base editor variants that minimize RNA editing were reported 168-171, 

potential off-target RNA edits in other transcripts are possible.  

Next we investigated base editing at off-target genomic loci bound by the Cas9:sgRNA1 

complex. Previous reports using unbiased genome-wide off-target detection methods for base 

editors172 have observed that off-target substrates of cytosine base editors are predominantly a 

subset of Cas9 nuclease off-targets using the same guide RNAs173-175. To maximize the capture 

of potential off-target substrates from Cas9:sgRNA1, we used CIRCLE-seq176, an unbiased and 

highly sensitive off-target detection method, to identify potential off-target editing sites 

associated with Cas9 and sgRNA1. We extracted and fragmented genomic DNA from Baringo 

MEFs, ligated the ~500-bp DNA fragments into circles, and incubated Cas9 with sgRNA1. After 

Cas9 incubation, we ligated the cut circles to adaptors and identified the location of DNA 
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cleavage events by HTS (Figure 5.2A). This process applied to sgRNA1 resulted in the 

identification of 28 candidate off-target sites with notable CIRCLE-seq signals (> 10 reads).  

We then performed amplicon sequencing to measure base editing at the ten genomic 

sites with the largest number of CIRCLE-seq reads, including the on-target site and the top nine 

off-target sites (Figure 5.2A). The on-target base editing efficiency we observed for the Baringo 

allele (from Baringo MEF cells transduced with AAV in vitro) was 57% (Figure 5.2B). HTS of the 

candidate off-target amplicons revealed no off-target editing at any protospacer position (Figure 

5.2B) above that of an untreated control sample (≤0.1% mutation frequency above the untreated 

control) at any of the nine tested off-target sites tested (Figure 5.2B and Supplementary Figure 

5.3). Collectively, these data suggest that base editing of Tmc1Y182C/Y182C by AAV-delivered AID-

BE3.9max and sgRNA1 occurred efficiently and was not accompanied by substantial editing at 

candidate off-target sites identified by the highly sensitive CIRCLE-seq method. Additional off-

target characterization of base editors that target corresponding human loci, however, are 

needed before such editing agents could be considered for clinical applications. 
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Figure 5.2 In vivo base editing of Tmc1Y182C Y182C in Baringo mice, in vitro off-target analysis 
for sgRNA1, and in vivo analysis of hair-cell stereocilia bundle morphology. (A) The ten 
most abundant genomic DNA cleavage products (which include the on-target site and nine 
potential off-target sequences) from Cas9 nuclease+sgRNA1 as identified in vitro by CIRCLE-
seq, aligned to the on-target Tmc1 sequence. (B) Editing analysis of the nine candidate off-target 
sites identified by CIRCLE-seq in MEF cells treated with dual AAV encoding AID-
BE3.9max+sgRNA1. The on-target locus, plus the top nine off-target sites identified by CIRCLE-
seq, were sequenced by HTS. Dots and bars represent biological replicates and mean ± SEM 
(n=3). (C) Efficiency of AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1-mediated editing in treated Baringo 
(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice. Mouse inner ears were injected at P1 with 1 µL (3.1x109 vg of 
each AAV) dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1. After 14 days, cochleas were 
microdissected into base, mid, and apex samples. Genomic DNA was extracted from each 
sample and sequenced by HTS. Each dot represents the efficiency of generating Tmc1 alleles 
with wild-type TMC1 protein sequence and no other non-silent mutations or indels, averaging all 
samples sequenced from one injected cochlea. To obtain Tmc1 mRNA from the cochlea, we 
extracted the cochlea at P30, isolated RNA, reverse transcribed into cDNA, and analyzed by HTS. 
Each dot represents the mRNA from one injected cochlea. (D, E, F) Representative scanning  
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Figure 5.2 (Continued) 
electron microscopy (SEM) images at the apical turn of OHCs and IHCs of (D) wild-type 
(Tmc1+/+;Tmc2+/+) mice, (E) untreated Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2+/+) mice, and (F) Baringo 
mice treated with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1. The organ of Corti samples were 
imaged by SEM at 4 weeks. Scale bar, 10 µm. 
 

5.3.4 Characterizing sensory transduction currents in Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice 

While the Tmc1Y182C mutation is known to cause deafness in Baringo 

(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice by 4 weeks of age153, the consequence of this mutation on hair 

cell function has not been previously reported. To determine the effect of the Baringo mutation 

on sensory transduction currents, we dissected the cochlea from Baringo 

(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice at P7 and recorded sensory transduction currents from hair cells 

on the same day of dissection. We observed robust hair-cell transduction current amplitudes 

(Supplementary Figure 5.5).  

 Based on previous reports154,177, we hypothesized that the robust currents in P7 mice 

were the result of transient expression of Tmc2, which encodes transmembrane channel-like 2 

and is redundant with Tmc1 in neonatal mice (P8 or younger)154. After the first postnatal week, 

Tmc2 mRNA and TMC2 protein expression declines 154,177, which likely accounts for the decline 

in current amplitudes we noted between P12 and P27 (Supplementary Figure 5.5). To isolate 

the consequences of the Y182C substitution on transduction current, we crossed Baringo mice 

with Tmc2 knockout mice to generate Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice. Hair cells from 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2Δ/Δ mice lacked sensory transduction currents entirely (Supplementary 

Figure 5.5), even during the first postnatal week (P6-8). Collectively, these findings indicate that 

the Baringo mutation results in a complete loss of TMC1 function. We conclude that after early 

postnatal expression of Tmc2 has declined to near zero, the loss of sensory transduction in 

mature hair cells due to the c.A545G point mutation is the proximal cause of deafness in 

Baringo mice. These results also suggest that successful base editing of the Tmc1Y182C/Y182C 

mutation might restore hair-cell sensory transduction and auditory function. 
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5.3.5 Tmc1 base editing in vivo 

After establishing that AAV-mediated base editing can directly correct the Tmc1Y182C/Y182C 

mutation in cultured Baringo MEF cells (Figure 5.1), and that hair cells from 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2Δ/Δ mice lack sensory transduction, we next tested if inner-ear injection of 

dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 can correct DNA encoding Tmc1Y182C/Y182C. The 

injection was performed at P1 and the organ of Corti (the part of the cochlea containing hair 

cells) was extracted from bulk cochlear tissue of treated Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice 

at P14. We sequenced DNA from cochlear tissue of injected Baringo mice and observed base 

editing at the Tmc1 locus in the organ of Corti from all three treated mice examined (Figure 

5.2C). Even though the fraction of hair cells in the dissected organ of Corti is estimated to be 

less than 2% of total cells harvested for DNA sequencing96, the whole organ of Corti from 

treated mice contained the desired base edit in Tmc1 at an average frequency of 2.3±0.4% 

(Figure 5.2C). Since Anc80 AAV is known to preferentially target IHCs166,178,179, we reasoned 

that 2.3% editing in the entire organ of Corti is consistent with substantial base editing of IHCs.  

To more directly assess the base editing efficiency of hair cells within organ of Corti 

samples, we sequenced cochlear Tmc1 mRNA of treated mice by reverse transcription of total 

mRNA and amplicon sequencing using primers specific to Tmc1. Given that Tmc1 in the 

cochlea is only expressed among hair cells154,180, base-edited Tmc1 cDNA observed in the 

cochlea likely reflects base editing in hair cells. Indeed, we observed 10 to 51% editing 

efficiency of Tmc1 mRNA, 5- to 25-fold higher than DNA editing levels measured in bulk organ 

of Corti tissue (Figure 5.2C). Together, these observations confirm in vivo base editing of the 

Tmc1 locus from treatment with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1, with likely higher 

editing efficiency in hair cells. 
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5.3.6 AAV-mediated in vivo base editing preserves inner hair cell stereocilia morphology 

Inner and outer hair cells of Baringo mice begin to die around four weeks of age, 

progressing from the base of the cochlea toward the apex153. To investigate the ability of AAV-

delivered AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 to preserve hair cells and hair bundle morphology, we 

injected Baringo mice at P1, euthanized them at P28, and excised inner ear tissue for 

histological examination. We observed no overt evidence of inflammation or tissue damage in 

any of the injected ears. Cochleas were harvested and the entire organ of Corti was dissected, 

mounted and stained. Given the lack of high-quality anti-TMC1 antibody to visualize TMC1 

directly, we stained with an anti-Myo7A antibody to label surviving hair cells. Confocal 

microscopy analysis of the immunostained organ of Corti tissue revealed no difference in overall 

OHC or IHC survival between untreated and treated Baringo mice (Supplementary Figure 5.6). 

Both groups showed loss of OHCs, especially in the basal region of the cochlea where almost 

no surviving OHCs were observed. The IHCs of both groups appeared, by confocal microscopy, 

to be mostly intact in both apical and basal turns of the cochlea, consistent with prior 

characterization of Baringo mice153.  

To analyze hair bundle morphology, we used scanning electron microscopy (SEM). High 

resolution SEM images revealed substantial morphological differences between treated and 

untreated Baringo hair bundles, particularly in the cochlear apex. Representative images from a 

Baringo mouse injected with AAV-AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 show visible IHC and OHC bundles 

from the apical end of the cochlea (Figure 5.2D-5.2F). At the basal end of cochlea, IHC hair 

bundles with partially preserved morphology were observed in the treated Baringo mouse 

(Supplementary Figure 5.7). These morphological differences suggest that treatment with AID-

BE3.9max+sgRNA1 promotes preservation of normal hair bundle morphology, which is 

otherwise disrupted in untreated Baringo mice. Since intact hair bundle morphology is a 

prerequisite for normal hair cell function, these findings raise the possibility that preservation of 
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hair bundles from base editing with AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 might render Baringo hair cells 

functional. 

 

5.3.7 Base editing Tmc1 in vivo restores hair-cell sensory transduction current 

After establishing that AAV-mediated base editing can directly correct the Tmc1Y182C/Y182C 

mutation in cultured Baringo MEF cells (Figure 5.1), and that hair cells from 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2Δ/Δ mice lack sensory transduction, we next tested if inner-ear injection of 

dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 can rescue sensory transduction currents in 

auditory hair cells of Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice. To identify hair cells with functional sensory 

transduction, we visualized uptake of FM1-43, a styryl dye that enters hair cells through sensory 

transduction channels181,182. Hair cells lacking functional TMC1 and TMC2 proteins do not 

internalize FM1-43, whereas cells with functional sensory transduction channels readily take up 

FM1-43154.  

We imaged FM1-43 uptake in two groups of Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice: an untreated 

control group, and a treated group that received an inner-ear injection of 1 µL of 7.2x108 vg total 

of dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 at P1. After 5-7 days of treatment, we dissected 

the cochlea from both groups of mice (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆), cultured the cochleas in vitro for 

7-10 days, and applied FM1-43. We observed no FM1-43 uptake in the IHCs or OHCs of 

untreated mice, but robust FM1-43 uptake among 75±10% (n = 4 cochleas) of IHCs of treated 

mice, and very little FM1-43 uptake in OHCs of treated mice (Figure 5.3A, 5.3B). These results 

suggest restoration of sensory transduction in IHCs of base-editor treated mice, but not in 

untreated mice.  

 To directly assess the effect of in vivo base editing on IHC function, we recorded 

sensory transduction currents from IHCs. We injected into the inner ear of P1 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice 3.1x109 vg of each AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 and 

extracted the organ of Corti at P5. Extracted P5 organ of Corti tissue was maintained in culture 
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and incubated for an additional 7-10 days before cellular recording. In agreement with the FM1-

43 uptake data (Figure 5.3A, 5.3B), IHCs of Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice injected with dual AAV 

encoding AID-BE3.9max:sgRNA1 displayed robust sensory transduction at both time points 

tested (P14 and P18) (Figure 5.3C, in blue and purple). Indeed, nine of fourteen IHCs from 

treated mice exhibited current amplitudes that were indistinguishable from those of wild-type 

(Tmc1+/+;Tmc2+/+) mice. In contrast, untreated Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice showed no 

transduction currents in any of the 12 hair cells tested (Figure 5.3C, Supplementary Figure 5.4).  

Collectively, the transduction current measurements and FM1-43 data demonstrate that 

in vivo delivery of dual AAVs encoding AID-BE3.9max and sgRNA1 restored (Figure 5.3C) 

sensory transduction in a substantial fraction (64-75%) of IHCs from treated 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2∆/∆ mice, which without treatment show no sensory transduction. 
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Figure 5.3 Inner-ear injection of dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 restores 
sensory transduction in Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2∆/∆ inner hair cells. (A) Confocal images of mid-
turn cochlear sections excised from P5 Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2 ∆/∆ mouse cochleas. A 
representative untreated mouse (top panel) or a representative mouse treated with 1 µL (3.1x109 
vg of each AAV) of dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 (bottom panel) are shown. The 
tissue was cultured for 9-13 days and treated with 5 µM FM1-43 for 10 s followed by three full 
bath exchanges to wash out excess dye. The tissue was mounted and imaged for FM1-43 uptake 
(green) in IHCs and OHCs. All images are 500 x 100 µm. Scale bar, 50 µm. (B) Quantification of 
FM1-43-positive IHCs (p=0.0072) and OHCs (p=0.026) from untreated (grey) and treated (purple) 
mice represented as mean ± SD. (n= 3-4 different mice in each group) (C) Representative families 
of sensory transduction currents evoked by mechanical displacement of hair bundles recorded  
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Figure 5.3 (Continued) 
from apical IHCs of untreated Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2∆/∆ mice at P8 (untreated, orange), from 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2 ∆/∆ mice treated with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 at P14 
(blue) and P18 (purple) and from wild-type Tmc1+/+ ;Tmc2 +/+ mice at P14-16 (grey). Horizontal 
lines and error bars reflect mean values and SD of 3-4 independent mice and 4-8 hair cells 
(indicated on top of x-axis), with each dot representing one IHC.  
 

5.3.8 In vivo base editing partially rescues auditory function 

The rescue of IHC morphology and restoration of IHC sensory transduction in base-

edited Baringo mice suggests that these mice may exhibit rescued cochlear function compared 

to untreated Baringo mice, which are profoundly deaf at 4 weeks of age. To test this possibility, 

we measured auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) at P30 in untreated Baringo mice and 

Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice injected at P1.  

The ABR threshold is the lowest sound pressure level (in decibels, dB) needed to 

generate identifiable auditory brainstem waveforms. Representative families of ABR waveforms 

recorded in response to 5.6-kHz tone bursts of varying sound intensity are illustrated in Figure 

5.4A & 5.4B. The waveform families in Figure 5.4A and 5.4B were selected to illustrate 

representative responses of wild-type (Tmc1+/+;Tmc2+/+) control mice with or without treatment 

with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 inner-ear injection (7.2x108 vg total viral 

genomes) (Figure 5.4A), and Baringo mice with or without the same AAV treatment. The ABR 

threshold for a 5.6 kHz tone burst for wild-type (Tmc1+/+;Tmc2+/+) control groups (injected or 

uninjected) was 30 dB (Figure 5.4A; blue and orange lines). In contrast, all untreated Baringo 

(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice showed no detectable ABR thresholds at the maximum sound 

level tested (110 dB), indicating profound deafness (Figure 5.4B). Importantly, treated Baringo 

(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice had ABR thresholds as low as 60 dB (Figure 5.4B; purple line), 

representing at least 50 dB of improvement compared to untreated Baringo mice. 

A summary plot of ABR thresholds as a function of frequency for all four groups is 

illustrated in Figure 5.4C. Of the ten untreated Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice, none 

showed detectable auditory function across all frequencies tested, even at 110 dB. In contrast, 
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of 15 Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice injected with AAV encoding AID-

BE3.9max+sgRNA1, nine showed some recovery of auditory function, with ABR thresholds at 

5.6 kHz and 8.0 kHz averaging ~90 dB, and ABR thresholds at higher frequencies 11.3 kHz, 

16.0 kHz, 22.6 kHz, 32.0 kHz averaging ~95-100 dB (Figure 5.4C). Thus, across all treated 

Baringo mice, AAV-delivered AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 improved ABR thresholds by 5 to 50 dB 

across all frequencies tested.  

We also measured the function of OHCs using distortion product otoacoustic emissions 

(DPOAE, Figure 5.4D). DPOAE analysis revealed that none of the 15 treated Baringo mice 

showed recovery of DPOAEs relative to untreated mice. The lack of DPOAEs suggest a lack of 

OHC recovery, consistent with the lack of sensory transduction in individual OHCs and the lack 

of OHC bundles in the base (Supplementary Figure 5.7). We speculate that this lack of DPOAE 

recovery resulted from lower viral transduction efficiency of Anc80 in OHCs, as previously 

reported178,179 or the lower efficiency of the Cbh promoter in OHCs as noted above. To follow 

hearing function over longer periods of time, we assessed ABR thresholds for three injected 

Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice at two time-points: 4 and 6 weeks. For all three mice, we 

observed a decline in auditory function at 6 weeks relative to 4 weeks, although two of the three 

mice retained detectable hearing function at 6 weeks, in contrast with profound deafness 

observed among all untreated mice (Supplementary Figure 5.8A). We speculate that this 

decline may arise from incomplete base editing (Figure 5.2C). Indeed, a well-appreciated 

mechanism of progressive hearing loss183-185 involves the death of dysfunctional (in this study, 

non-edited) hair cells, which negatively affect neighboring healthy (edited) hair cells.  

We analyzed hair-cell survival by immunohistochemistry at 4 and 6 weeks of age. Given 

that more than 75% hair-cell survival is thought to be necessary to maintain stable hearing 

thresholds based on previous reports141,186, our observations of 46±6% hair cell survival at 4 

weeks (n = 4; Supplementary Figure 5.8) is too low to prevent progressive hearing loss, 

consistent with the continued loss of hearing function in the treated mice . To further 
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characterize the relationship between auditory function and hair-cell survival, we plotted the 

mean ABR threshold as a function of surviving hair cells (Supplementary Figure 5.8), and 

indeed observed that a lower percentage of surviving hair cells correlated with higher ABR 

thresholds and further hair cell loss over time. These results suggest that more efficient base-

editing is needed to permanently restore auditory function. 

Finally, to rule out any possible adverse effects of the injection procedure, AAV 

transduction, or post-splicing intein peptide in the ABR or DPOAE tests, we injected AAV 

encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 into the inner ears of four wild-type mice (Figure 5.4C and 

5.4D; orange lines). ABR and DPOAE thresholds of treated wild-type mice were not significantly 

different (each frequency has a p-value > 0.1) than those of the untreated wild-type mice (Figure 

5.4C and 5.4D; blue lines), confirming that the injection technique, viral capsid, AID-BE3.9max, 

and sgRNA1 did not have any apparent effect on auditory function in the absence of the 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C mutation.  

Collectively, these results demonstrate that AAV-mediated base editing of 

Tmc1Y182C/Y182C improves auditory function in Baringo mice, an important advance for the use of 

in vivo base editing to partially recover from recessive sensory impairment.  
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Figure 5.4 Dual AAV base editor treatment partially restores auditory function in Baringo 
(Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ ) mice. (A) Representative sets of ABR waveforms recorded in response 
to 5.6-kHz tone bursts of varying sound intensity for untreated wild-type mice (left) and wild-type 
mice treated with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 (right). (B) Same as (A), but with 
untreated Baringo mice (left) and Baringo mice treated with 1 µL (3.1x109 vg of each AAV) dual 
AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 (right). (C) Mean ABR responses for all four groups 
(untreated and treated, Baringo and wild-type mice) across all tested frequencies. Untreated 
Baringo mice (black, n=10) are profoundly deaf, with no detectable ABR threshold (>110 dB, 
indicated by the upward arrows). Among the treated Baringo mice (n=15) injected with dual AAV 
encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1, nine showed ABR response improvements of up to >50 dB 
(purple lines), while six did not show any rescue (grey lines). Untreated wild-type mice (blue, n=6) 
and wild-type mice injected with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 (orange, n=4) show 
similar ABR thresholds. (D) The same mice in (C) were subjected to DPOAE testing. Untreated 
(black, n=10) and treated Baringo mice both showed no DPOAE responses under the tested  
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Figure 5.4 (Continued) 
conditions (up to 80 dB). Untreated wild-type mice (blue, n=6) and wild-type mice injected with 
dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 (orange, n=4) exhibited normal DPOAE thresholds. 
All recordings were done at mice age of 4 weeks (P30). Values and error bars reflect mean ± SD 
for the numbers of mice specified above. 
 

5.4 Discussion 

Recessive loss-of-function mutations are the most frequent cause of hereditary hearing 

loss. In this study we used base editing in vitro and in vivo to correct a point mutation in 

transmembrane channel-like 1 (Tmc1) that causes profound deafness. Base editing fully 

restored hair-cell function in the majority of inner hair cells (IHCs), preserved hair-cell 

morphology, and partially restored auditory sensitivity to low frequencies in a mouse model of 

human recessive deafness. These results demonstrate correction (rather than disruption) of a 

pathogenic mutation in the inner ear resulting in improved auditory function, and demonstrate 

the promise of base editing to directly correct loss-of-function recessive mutations. Among 108 

recorded human TMC1 mutations that likely cause genetic hearing loss, 72 can, in principle, be 

corrected with cytosine or adenine base editors assuming the existence of accessible 

PAMs23,24,27,28,48,158,187 (Table S3). While this study focused on a recessive loss-of-function 

mutation, base editing could also be used to correct dominant mutations.  

In vivo delivery of AAV encoding an optimized base editor and guide RNA resulted in up 

to 50% base editing efficiency in restoring the wild-type coding sequence of Tmc1 in hair cells 

(HCs) in Baringo mice. Importantly, base-edited hair cells were mostly IHCs, which upon 

treatment resisted morphological degeneration normally seen in untreated Baringo mice. The 

treated mice also exhibited normal sensory transduction currents in 65% of IHCs, unlike IHCs of 

untreated Baringo mice. Treated mice exhibited ABR thresholds at 5.6 kHz improved by at least 

5-50 dB compared to the undetectable ABR thresholds observed in untreated Baringo mice. 

Given that the untreated Baringo mouse model used in this study has no detectable auditory 

function at 4 weeks of age, this sound threshold of auditory function could represent a clinically 
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important improvement. For a patient with a similar loss-of-function TMC1 mutation, a 

corresponding improvement would represent the difference between hearing nothing at all to 

being able to detect salient auditory cues in the environment, such as alarms, ringing phones, or 

sirens from an emergency vehicle. Moreover, such a sound threshold of auditory function could 

be further improved with hearing aids to extend auditory functional recovery. While we observe 

no off-target editing using CIRCLE-seq176 in mouse Tmc1, we note that a more comprehensive 

off-target analysis174, ideally including unbiased base editor off-target profiling, should be 

conducted before such an editing strategy is contemplated in humans. 

 In this study, we are limited to packaging the base editor into an available viral capsid 

that targets hair cells. The efficiency of viral transduction at 7.2x108 vg is not optimal (23-42% 

transduction in IHCs and 2.6-8.3% in OHCs) (Supplementary Figure 5.2). Although base editing 

improved the pathological status of the cochlea, we observed progression of hearing loss in 

treated mice between 4 and 6 weeks. Some literature has suggested that the underlying 

pathology progresses because as non-functional hair cells die, they affect neighboring 

functional cells, causing their dysfunction and death183-185. To prevent progressive hearing loss, 

two recent studies documented the relationship between hair cell survival and stable hearing 

thresholds141,186, suggesting more than 75% hair-cell survival is needed. In contrast, we 

observed 46% hair-cell survival at 4 weeks (Supplementary Figure 5.8), consistent with 

continued progressive hearing loss. 

Thus while these data indicate that in vivo base editing can repair a recessive loss-of-

function mutation and rescue hair-cell function, they also suggest that improved efficiency will 

be required to further advance this strategy toward long-term auditory rescue in clinical 

applications. The development of viral capsids and promoters that increase OHC transduction 

could enable viral delivery of editing agents to both classes of hair cells, and potentially enhance 

long-term auditory improvement. Future improvements in delivery efficiency, base editing 

efficiency, base editor expression, and intein-mediated splicing efficiency provide opportunities 
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to achieve levels of allele correction and hair-cell survival necessary to support durable hearing 

recovery in patients with recessive deafness. 

 

5.5 Methods 

Study design 

This study aimed to use base editing in the postnatal mouse inner ear to correct a 

recessive loss-of-function Tmc1 point mutation that causes congenital deafness, resulting in the 

rescue of hair-cell sensory transduction, hair-cell morphology, and auditory function. We 

identified base editor variants that correct a recessive mutation in Tmc1 in cultured cells and in 

vivo. We used AAV to deliver base editors in vitro and in vivo, and evaluated editing outcomes 

using HTS, quantitative RT-PCR, immunolocalization and confocal microscopy, scanning 

electron microscopy, imaging of FM1-43 uptake, single-cell current transduction recording, 

histology and imaging of whole cochleae, and measurement of ABR and DPOAE thresholds. 

Non-injected Baringo mice served as controls. Each experiment was replicated as indicated by 

n values in the figure legends. All the experimental samples were included in the analysis, with 

no data excluded. Wild-type and Baringo mice were randomized into injected and non-injected 

groups without regard to gender. ABRs and DPOAEs were acquired by investigators blinded to 

the experimental conditions. Sample size was selected based on prior studies 138,140,141 and 

statistical significance; a power analysis was not performed.  

 

Mice 

Wild-type mice were C57BL/6J (Jackson Laboratories). Two genotypes of mutant mice 

were used: Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ and Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2Δ/Δ. The Tmc1p.Y182C “Baringo” 

mice were obtained from Murdoch Children’s Research Institute (The Royal Children’s Hospital, 

Australia). Mice with genotype Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2Δ/Δ were obtained by crossing of 
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Tmc1Δ/Δ;Tmc2Δ/Δ with Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+. Mice that carried mutant alleles of Tmc1 and 

Tmc2 were on C57BL/6J or BALB/c backgrounds as described previously153. Wild-type control 

mice were C57BL/6J (Jackson Laboratories). All procedures met the NIH guidelines for the care 

and use of laboratory animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committees at Boston Children’s Hospital (Protocols # 17-03-3396R and 18-01-3610R). Mice 

ages P0-P1 were used for in vivo delivery of viral vectors according to protocols mentioned 

above. Mice were genotyped using toe clip (before P8) or ear punch (after P8) and PCR was 

performed as described previously153. For all studies, both male and female mice were used in 

approximately equal proportions.  

 

Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mouse embryonic fibroblast cell generation 

Baringo females at 3-4 weeks of age were treated with single intra-peritoneal injection of 

5 U each of pregnant mare’s serum gonadotropin (Prospec) followed by human chorionic 

gonadotropin (Sigma) after 44-45 h and paired with Baringo males. The following morning, 

females were examined for copulatory plugs to confirm matings and marked as 0.5 dpc. At day 

13.5 females were sacrificed by CO2 inhalation followed by cervical dislocation. Embryos were 

harvested in PBS under aseptic conditions. To harvest primary embryonic fibroblasts, each 

embryo was eviscerated and head was removed. The remaining parts of each embryo were 

minced to prepare single-cell suspensions and treated with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) at 37 

°C for 10 minutes, followed by centrifugation for 10 minutes. Pellets were resuspended in 

growth media containing DMEM, 10% FBS, penicillin-streptomycin (100 U/mL) and plated on 

15-cm tissue culture plates, then incubated at 37 °C until confluent. The Baringo colony is 

maintained ad libitum and all animal procedures are approved by the Children’s Hospital IACUC 

in compliance with relevant ethical regulations. 
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Nucleofection and viral infection of Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) MEF cells 

MEF cells were cultivated until confluent, then pooled. Replicates were performed on the 

same day using three separate nucleofections followed by cultivation in separate wells. Each 

nucleofection contained 400 ng base editor as a P2A–GFP plasmid and 100 ng guide RNA 

plasmid. Transfection programs were optimized following manufacturer’s instructions (CZ-167, 

P4 Primary Cell 4D-Nucleofector X Kit, Lonza). Cells were sorted at the MIT FACS core three 

days after nucleofection and genomic DNA was purified directly after sorting. Next, we 

performed high-throughput DNA sequencing (HTS). For AAV infection, each AAV was added to 

a single well of a 48-well plate. After 2 weeks, the DNA was extracted and analyzed by HTS. 

 

Genomic DNA purification 

Genomic DNA was purified from sorted cells or cochlea tissue using Agencourt 

DNAdvance kits (Beckman Coulter A48705) following the manufacturer’s directions.  

 

RNA isolation from the cochlea 

RNA isolation was performed with the RNeasy Plus Micro Kit (QIAGEN) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, we added 250 µL of RLT Plus Buffer (QIAGEN) b-

mercaptoethanol to each tube with one cochlea in it; tissue was homogenized by pipetting, fast 

freezing, and vortexing, and transferred into a DNA eliminator column. Subsequent binding and 

washing steps for RNA isolation using the RNeasy columns were performed according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was eluted from the RNeasy column with 45 μL of RNase-free 

water (QIAGEN). Total RNA was converted into cDNA on the same day. 

 

cDNA generation for targeted RNA amplicon sequencing 

cDNA was generated from the isolated RNA using the ProtoScript II First Strand cDNA 

Synthesis Kit (New England Biolabs) according to the manufacturer’s instructions with Oligo-dT 
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primers. Amplification of cDNA for high-throughput sequencing was performed to the top of the 

linear range (29 cycles) using qPCR as described below. High-throughput sequencing of 

amplicons was performed as described below. Sequences were aligned to the reference 

sequence for each RNA, obtained from the NCBI.  

 

CIRCLE-seq 

CIRCLE-seq was performed as previously described176. PCR amplification before 

sequencing was conducted using PhusionU polymerase, and products were gel-purified and 

quantified with a KAPA library quantification kit before loading onto an Illumina MiSeq. Data was 

processed using the CIRCLE-Seq analysis pipeline176 with parameters: “read_threshold: 4; 

window_size: 3; mapq_threshold: 50; start_threshold: 1; gap_threshold: 3; mismatch_threshold: 

6; merged_analysis: True”. The top ten most common sites based on CIRCLE-seq read count 

were chosen for PCR amplification and high-throughput sequencing. 

 

High-throughput DNA sequencing and data analysis  

Genomic DNA was amplified by qPCR using Q5 High-Fidelity 2X Master Mix with use of 

SYBR gold for quantification. To minimize PCR bias, reactions were stopped during the 

exponential amplification phase. 2 uL of the unpurified gDNA PCR product was used as a 

template for subsequent barcoding PCR (8 cycles, annealing temperature 61°C). Pooled 

barcoding PCR products were gel-extracted (Min-elute columns, Qiagen) and quantified by 

qPCR (KAPA KK4824). Sequencing of pooled amplicons was performed using an Illumina 

MiSeq Reagent Kit v2 (300 cycle) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Initial de-

multiplexing and FASTQ generation were performed by bcl2fastq2 running on BaseSpace 

(Illumina) with the following flags: --ignore-missing-bcls --ignore-missing-filter -- ignore-missing-

positions --ignore-missing-controls --auto-set-to-zero-barcode-mismatches -- find-adapters-with-

sliding-window --adapter-stringency 0.9 --mask-short-adapter-reads 38 -- minimum-trimmed-
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read-length 38. Alignment of fastq files and quantification of editing frequency was performed by 

CRISPResso2 in batch mode with the following flags: --min_bp_quality_or_N 20 --

base_editor_output -p 2 -w 20 -wc -10. For quantification of conversion to wild-type TMC1 

protein (Figure 5.1), the percentage of aligned reads around the target site that matched the 

sequences given in Table S2, all of which contain the targeted coding mutation with no other 

non-silent mutations or indels, were summed for each replicate from the CRISPResso2 allele 

table. 

 

Tissue preparation 

Temporal bones were harvested from mouse pups at P0-P5. Pups were euthanized by 

rapid decapitation and temporal bones were dissected in MEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) 

supplemented with 10 mM HEPES, 0.05 mg/ml ampicillin, and 0.01 mg/ml ciprofloxacin at pH 

7.4. The membranous labyrinth was isolated under a dissection scope, Reissner’s membrane 

was peeled back, and the tectorial membrane and stria vascularis were mechanically removed. 

Organ of Corti cultures were pinned flatly beneath a pair of thin glass fibers adhered at one end 

with Sylgard to an 18-mm round glass coverslip. Tissues were either used acutely or kept in 

culture in presence of 1% Fetal Bovine Serum. Cultures were maintained for 7 to 10 days. For 

mice older than P10, temporal bones were harvested after euthanizing the animal with inhaled 

CO2, and cochlear whole mounts were generated. 

 

Electrophysiological recording 

Recordings were performed in standard artificial perilymph solution containing (in mM): 

144 NaCl, 0.7 NaH2PO4, 5.8 KCl, 1.3 CaCl2, 0.9 MgCl2, 5.6 D-glucose, and 10 HEPES-NaOH, 

adjusted to pH 7.4 and 320 mosmol/kg. Vitamins (1:50) and amino acids (1:100) were added 

from concentrates (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Hair cells were viewed from the apical surface 

using an upright Axioskop FS microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a 63x 
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water immersion objective with differential interference contrast optics. Recording pipettes (3–5 

MΩ) were pulled from borosilicate capillary glass (Garner Glass, Claremont, CA) and filled with 

intracellular solution containing (in mM): 135 KCl, 5 EGTA-KOH, 10 HEPES, 2.5 K2ATP, 3.5 

MgCl2, 0.1 CaCl2, pH 7.4. Currents were recorded under whole-cell voltage-clamp at a holding 

potential of −64 mV at room temperature. Data were acquired using an Axopatch 200A 

(Molecular devices, Palo Alto, CA) filtered at 10 kHz with a low pass Bessel filter, digitized at 

≥20 kHz with a 12-bit acquisition board (Digidata 1322) and pClamp 8.2 and 10.5 (Molecular 

Devices, Palo Alto, CA). Data were analyzed offline with OriginLab software. 

 

Viral vector generation 

Anc80L65 vectors carrying the split coding sequences of AID-BE3.9max, inteins, 

sgRNA1, and Cbh promoter (a hybrid form of chicken β-actin promoter) were generated using a 

helper virus free system and a double transfection method. All viruses were produced by the 

Viral Core at Boston Children’s Hospital. Titers were calculated by qPCR with ITR primers 

(LITR-F: GACCTTTGGTCGCCCGGCCT; LITR-R: GAGTTGGCCACTCCCTCTCTGC) and GFP 

primers (GFP-F: AGAACGGCATCAAGGTGAAC; GFP-R: GAACTCCAGCAGGACCATGT). All 

three vectors were purified using an iodixanol step gradient followed by ion exchange 

chromatography. Virus aliquots were stored at −80 °C. The titer was 6.11x1012 per mL for 

BE3.9max-AID-N-terminal and 8.26 x1012 per mL for C-terminal virus. 

 

FM1-43 imaging 

FM1-43 (Invitrogen) was diluted in extracellular recording solution (5 µM final 

concentration) and applied to tissues for 10 seconds, then washed three times in extracellular 

recording solution to remove excess and prevent uptake via endocytosis. After 5 minutes the 

intracellular FM1-43 was imaged (Zeiss Axioscope FS Plus) using an FM1-43 filter set and 

epifluorescence light source with a 63x water immersion objective, or by confocal microscopy. 
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Confocal microscopy 

All injected and non-injected cochleae were harvested after animals were sacrificed by 

CO2 inhalation. Temporal bones were removed and immersion fixed for 1 h at room temperature 

with 4% paraformaldehyde. Cochleae were then rinsed in PBS and stored at 4 °C in preparation 

for dissection and immunohistochemistry. Before dissection, temporal bones were decalcified in 

120 mM EDTA for 24 h (for P30). For the subsequent immunohistochemical analysis, tissues 

were infiltrated with 0.01% Triton X-100 for 30 minutes and blocked in 2.5% normal goat serum 

(Jackson ImmunoResearch) and 2.5% bovine serum albumin (Jackson ImmunoResearch) 

diluted in PBS (blocking solution) for 1 h and subsequently stained with a rabbit anti-Myosin VIIa 

primary antibody (Proteus Biosciences, Product #: 25-6790, 1:500 dilution in blocking solution) 

at 4 °C overnight. A secondary antibody cocktail consisting of a mixture of donkey anti-rabbit 

antibody conjugated to AlexaFluor 555 (Life Technologies, 1:200 dilution (2 mg/mL)), AlexaFluor 

555-phalloidin and AlexaFluor 647-phalloidin (Molecular Probes, 1:200 dilution (2 mg/mL)) as a 

counterstain to label filamentous actin was applied for 2 h. Samples were mounted on glass 

coverslips with Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories), and imaged at 10x-63x 

magnification using a Zeiss LSM800 confocal microscope. Three-dimensional projection images 

were generated from Z-stacks using ZenBlue (Zeiss). 

 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM was performed at ~P30 (4 weeks) along the organ of Corti of control and mutant 

mice. Organ of Corti explants were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer 

(Electron Microscopy Sciences) supplemented with 2 mM CaCl2 for 1 h at room temperature. 

Specimens were dehydrated in a graded series of acetone (35%, 70%, 95%, and 100% (x2)), 

critical-point dried from liquid CO2, sputter-coated with 4–5nm of platinum (Q150T, Quorum 
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Technologies, United Kingdom), and observed with a field emission scanning electron 

microscope (S-4800, Hitachi, Japan).  

 

Auditory brainstem responses (ABR) 

ABR recordings were conducted from mice anesthetized via IP injection (0.1 mL/10 g–

body weight) with 1 mL of ketamine (50 mg/mL) and 0.75 mL of xylazine (20 mg/mL). 

Subcutaneous needle electrodes were inserted into the skin (a) dorsally between the two ears 

(reference electrode); (b) behind the left pinna (recording electrode); and (c) dorsally at the 

rump of the animal (ground electrode). Prior to the onset of ABR testing, the meatus at the base 

of the pinna was trimmed away to expose the ear canal, and sound pressure at the entrance of 

the ear canal was calibrated for each individual test subject at all stimulus frequencies. For ABR 

recordings the ear canal and hearing apparatus (EPL Acoustic system, MEE, Boston) were 

presented with 5-millisecond tone pips. ABR potentials were amplified (10,000x), filtered (0.3–

10 kHz), and digitized using custom data acquisition software (LabVIEW) from the Eaton-

Peabody Laboratories Cochlear Function Test Suite. Sound level was raised in 5 to 10 dB steps 

from 0 to 110 dB sound pressure level (decibels SPL). At each level, 512 to 1024 responses 

were averaged (with stimulus polarity alternated) after “artifact rejection”. Threshold was 

determined by visual inspection. Data were analyzed and plotted using Origin-2015 (OriginLab 

Corporation, MA). 

 

Distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) 

DPOAE data were collected under the same conditions, and during the same recording 

sessions, as ABR data. DPOAE at 2f1 − f2 were measured with f2 frequencies from 5.6 to 45.2 

kHz in half-octave steps (f2/f1 = 1.22) and L1–L2 = 10 dB SPL. At each f2, L2 was varied 

between 10 and 80 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) in 10 dB SPL increments. DPOAE threshold 

was defined from the average spectra as the L2-level eliciting a DPOAE of magnitude 5 dB SPL 
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above the noise floor. The mean noise floor level was under 0 dB across all frequencies. Iso-

response curves were interpolated from plots of DPOAE amplitude versus sound level. 

Threshold was defined as the f2 level required to produce DPOAEs above 0 dB. 

 

In vivo injection of AAV 

Inner-ear injections were performed as approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committees at Boston Children’s Hospital animal protocols #17-03-3396R and 18-01-

3610R. Pups were anesthetized by rapid induction of hypothermia for 2–4 min on ice water until 

loss of consciousness, and this state was maintained on a cooling platform for 10–15 min during 

the surgery. Upon anesthesia, post-auricular incision was made to expose the otic bulla and 

visualize the cochlea. Approximately 1 μL of dual AAV were injected in neonatal mice P0-P1. 

Standard post-operative care was applied. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were performed with Origin 2016 (OriginLab Corporation) or Prism 7. 

Data are presented as mean values ± standard deviations (SD) or standard error of the mean 

(SEM) as noted in the text and figure legend. Welch’s t-test was used to determine statistical 

significance (p-values). Error bars and n values of biological replicates for experiments are 

defined in the respective paragraphs and figure legends. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 
  
This chapter has been adapted from: 
  
Yeh, W.-H., S-O, O., Levy, J. M., Pan, B., Newby, G., Wornow, M., Burt, R., Chen, J. C., Holt, J. 
R., Liu, D. R. In vivo base editing restores sensory transduction and transiently improves 
auditory function in a mouse model of recessive deafness. Accepted by Science Translational 
Medicine. 
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6.1 Summary of the current gene editing advances 

This section will overview published literature on different delivery methods and 

treatments conducted in diseased animal models. For comparison, the published works are 

required to meet the following criteria: (1) gene editor was used for correction rather than 

disruption of the mutant allele, (2) the treatment was performed in vivo, and (3) cellular rescue 

was shown in phenotypic assays. Based on these criteria, the list of in vivo delivery and 

restoration of phenotype via gene correction is categorized by the four targeted tissues and 

summarized in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 Summary of disease models used as demonstrations of precise gene-editing for 
gene correction. Annotation (*) represent the editing percentage from a specific cell type and 
not from the bulk tissue. 

 

Targeted Tissue Gene Editor 
Delivery 

Method 

Precise 

Editing 
Ref. 

Liver 
Fah 

ABE 
mRNA n/a 

188 
plasmid 9.5% 

HDR Adv Undetectable 189 

HDR AAV8+mRNA 0.9% 190 

hSERPINA1 HDR AAV8 & 9 1.9% 191 

Retina and Cochlea 
Pde6b Cas9/RecA plasmid 2%* 192 

Tmc1 CBE AAV (Anc80) 51%* 193 

Muscle and Heart 
Dmd 

HDR nanoparticles 5.4% 194 

ABE AAV9 17% 127 

Lmna SATI AAV9 0.2-2.1% 45 

Central Nervous 

System 
Npc1 CBE AAV9 59% 152 
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6.1.1 Liver 

Mouse models of genetic liver disease are ideal for researchers wishing to test precise 

gene editing technologies. Often, an intravenous injection is sufficient for delivery of gene 

editing agents to the liver195. Because liver cells (hepatocytes) can repopulate, a low level of 

editing can progressively take over unedited cells, even in adult mice196. However, even in the 

face of such favorable animal models, achieving efficient editing (>10%) in vivo continues to be 

a challenge188-191.  

Hereditary tyrosinemia type I (HTI) is a liver disease caused by loss of function of 

fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase (FAH)197. Mutations in the Fah gene leads to the accumulation of 

hepatorenal toxic metabolites, which then results in apoptosis of hepatocytes and severe liver 

and kidney damage197. Animal models of HTI have mutations in the Fah gene, such as the 

Fahmut/mut mice with a G-to-A mutation in exon 8188,189  and FahD10/D10 rats with a 10-bp deletion in 

exon 2190. There are three in vivo gene editing studies using Fah animal models and each one of 

the studies used a different gene editor along with their own delivery method to reverse the 

mutation in the Fah gene188-190. Yin et al. used mRNA to deliver Cas9 and AAV to deliver both 

sgRNA and the HDR template190; Shao et al. used dual adenovirus to deliver nCas9:sgRNA and 

the HDR template189; Song et al. used hydrodynamic injection to deliver plasmids of ABE and 

sgRNA188. All three delivery strategies were capable to rescue liver hepatocytes from apoptosis, 

with some treated mice showing full recovery from Fah deficiency. 

Using a combination of Cas9 mRNA and AAV delivery of the sgRNA and 1.7 kb HDR 

template, Yin et al. achieved 0.9% editing efficiency in converting the Fah mutation back to wild-

type in vivo190. Delivery of the editor with mRNA and AAV successfully reduced off-target editing 

(0.1 - 0.3%) but resulted in an overall loss of editing efficiency due to the transient exposure of 

Cas9 mRNA190.  

In contrast, Shao et al. packaged the editor in an adenovirus (Adv), which has a much 

longer half-life than mRNA. First, Shao et al., performed HDR using nickase Cas9 or Cas9. 
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Next, they compared the indels between each treatment condition189. They found that no 

unfavorable indels were observed in the treatment with nCas9. However indels were observed 

in the Cas9-treated mice at 10.2%189. Unfortunately, nCas9 treatment is too inefficient to result 

in any detectable precise editing189. The inefficiency of nCas9 is the result of low HR events and 

possibly also from low adenovirus infectivity in vivo.  

In addition to HDR-mediated precise gene editing, Song et al. delivered sgRNA and 

adenine base editor (ABE) into Fah mice using a hydrodynamic injections in an attempt to 

convert the Fah mutation back wild-type188. They observed up to 9.5% correction observed in 

liver tissue. While this editing efficiency is the highest reported level in the Fah mouse188, 

hydrodynamic-mediated delivery may not be translatable to patients because it causes dramatic 

changes in blood pressure198. In addition, the use of ABE as a base editor brings with it the 

possibility of bystander edits – edits that occur within the protospacer of an on-target 

sgRNA23,26,29. For example, Song et al., reported that the adenosine (A6) located 3 bases away 

from the Fah mutation (A9) was edited. This unfavorable A6-to-G6 edit resulted in a serine to 

alanine conversion and FAH function could not be restored 188.  

In summary, transient mRNA expression and nickase Cas9 can reduce off-target editing 

as well as indel formation, albeit at a correspondingly low overall editing activity. Base editing 

seems to be the most efficient method to increase on-target editing, as demonstrated by Song 

et al. However, this approach suffers from bystander edits and the hydrodynamic injection is not 

practical for human delivery.  

 

6.1.2 Retina and Cochlea 

 The first FDA-approved gene therapy was for retinitis pigmentosa (RP), a disease 

caused by mutations in the RPE65 gene130,167. The success of retinal gene therapy is likely due 

to its special characteristics as an organ; the retina is comprised of immune privileged tissue, is 

accessible with fine needles, and its functions are well characterized. However, not all genetic 
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retinal diseases can be rescued by gene augmentation therapy, such as in the case of gain-of-

function mutations in the Rhodopsin (RHO) gene199. Precise editors can be especially useful in 

cases where gene augmentation strategies may not be sufficient. However, photoreceptors and 

the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) are post-mitotic cells199,200, and thus, precise editing 

mediated by the HDR pathway is inefficient in vivo 201,202. To circumvent this inefficiency issue, 

Cai et al., developed a Cas9/RecA system that incorporates RecA to the editing sites to 

increase the DNA strand exchange reactions in the HDR repair process192. A 1.7-fold increase 

in C-to-T editing was demonstrated in vitro compared to traditional Cas9:sgRNA methods192. Cai 

et al., further corrected the C-to-A mutation in the RP mouse model by electroporation of 

Cas9/RecA and sgRNA plasmids. While no high-throughput sequence results were reported in 

the study, this work represents one of the first in vivo gene corrections of a retinal disease by 

partial restoration of photoreceptors and improved physiological photoreceptor function192.   

 My colleagues and I worked on in vivo correction of a mutation that causes progressive 

hearing loss in various mouse models193. Similar to the retina, the cochlea is an immune 

privileged tissue, accessible by surgery, and composed of post-mitotic cells203. While post 

mitotic cells are inefficiently edited by HDR methods, we adopted alternative editors, base 

editors (ABE and CBE) to overcome this inefficiency26. The repair mechanism after deamination 

of CBE was first proposed in the initial report24 and later proven to be capable of editing post 

mitotic cells in vivo in the following work204. It is believed that after the BE deamination step, the 

repair pathway does not require HDR enzymes nor sister chromatin, which mainly occurs in 

dividing cells204. However, base editors are limited to correcting transition mutations (C-to-T and 

A-to-G) and thus, we selected mouse models accordingly.  

The Baringo mouse model153, inherits a T-to-C mutation in the Tmc1 gene and acquires 

recessive hearing loss that requires a correction, rather than gene disruption, to restore auditory 

function. AAV-mediated base editing in the Baringo mouse at post-natal day 1 (P1), reverses 

mutant TMC1 transcripts back to wild-type TMC1 (up to 51%)193. Base-editor treated Baringo 
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mice are also able to detect sound at 4 weeks, which represents significant therapeutic potential 

since untreated Baringo mice are completely deaf at 4 weeks193. However, it’s important to note 

that the amplitude of auditory rescue is not permanent, and that auditory function worsens from 

4 weeks to 6 weeks, as measured in the auditory brainstem response (ABR) test193. We 

hypothesize that the hair cells that were not corrected can affect other surrounding cells, even if 

the surrounding cells were previously rescued by base editors. Thus, it is possible that with a 

more efficient delivery method, we would resolve the problem of long-term hearing rescue.  

In sum, we demonstrated a base editing approach to correct mutations, restore auditory 

function, and proposed a therapeutic editing level (~75%) for permanent rescue of progressive 

hearing loss with mutations in the Tmc1 gene193. 

 

6.1.3 Muscle and Heart 

Point mutations in DNA cause cryptic donor splice sites in mRNA and thus produce 

truncated proteins, leading to several devastating diseases, such as Duchenne muscular 

dystrophy (DMD), Progeria, and Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)205. Therapies involving gene 

augmentation are not suitable for treating these diseases, since it is difficult to package full-

length protein sequences (24kb-2.4Mkb) into a single AAV capsid206. Before gene editing 

techniques were established, anti-sense oligo (ASO) therapies were applied in clinical trials to 

suppress the splicing mutations during the translation process207,208. ASO treatments require 

repeated injections to maintain the therapeutic dose at a level that can effectively suppress 

splicing mutations207,208. In contrast, gene editing approaches could provide a one-time 

treatment to correct point mutations, making them a more favorable option than ASO 

treatments. Researchers have shown that the reproduction of correctly spliced proteins can be 

achieved by different gene editing strategies, such as Cas9 knockdown209,210, installation of stop 

codon, or correction of point mutations, which extended the lifespans of mouse models of DMD 

and Progeria.  
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Among the various delivery vehicles available for packaging gene editors, AAVs were 

regarded as the most efficient and safe option among viral delivery methods, by scientists in the 

biotechnology industry. Although several reports claimed that AAVs induce minimal immune 

responses and exhibit minimal-to-zero integration into endogenous genes211-214, several recent 

publications reported substantial AAV integrations (up to 5%) in AAV-Cas9 treated DMD mice 

215 and AAV-treated hemophilia dogs216. Hanlon et al. also consistently reported AAV integration 

and suggested that the integration may be the result of DSBs from Cas9 and they demonstrated 

integration phenomena in different genomic loci and different cell lines in vitro217. In order to 

minimize unwanted AAV integration, it is critical to design the AAV delivery without DSBs or to 

develop non-viral delivery vehicles. For example, base editors do not directly make DSBs and 

thus Ryu et al. packaged ABE with dual trans-splicing AAV (tsAAV) vector to avoid the direct 

generation of DSBs, enabling the correction of premature stop codon in DMD mouse model127. 

They achieved 17% correction (4% editing is known to be therapeutically sufficient) in the DMD 

mouse models and demonstrated that the production of dystrophin protein was successfully 

restored127. Lee et al., developed an AAV-free delivery system by encapsulating Cas9 

ribonucleoprotein in gold-nanoparticles and coating the particles with donor DNA on the 

surface194. The delivery of Cas9: sgRNA HDR-containing nanoparticles yielded 18-fold higher 

editing in vivo, than lipid nanoparticle (LNP) delivery, which suffered from inefficiencies of 

delivering multiple macromolecules (Cas9, sgRNA, HDR template) together. Still, the delivery of 

Cas9:HDR-containing nanoparticles only corrected 5.4% of the DMD genes, as a result of low 

HDR efficiency194. Another study led by Suzuki et al. utilized an alternative approach called 

SATI, which enabled DNA knock-in via single-homology-arm-mediated HDR or homology 

independent NHEJ-based repair45. The SATI was packaged in AAV with sgRNA targeting the 

progeria mutation in an adult progeria mouse model, resulting in varying correction efficiencies 

across tissues (the highest reported efficiency was in the liver (2.07%) and the lowest efficiency 

observed was in progeria manifested heart tissue (0.14%))45. Even though the overall editing 
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was low, Suzuki et al. was able to significantly extend the animals’ lifespan after AAV-SATI 

treatment because the percent editing necessary to produce normal LMNA protein is low in the 

progeria mouse model45. In sum, a therapeutic that can be applied to general genetic diseases 

will ideally combine a direct base correction strategy (such as with base26 or prime editing33) 

together with a non-viral delivery method to minimize DSBs and DNA-integration, while retaining 

high editing efficiency. 

 

6.1.4 Central Nervous System 

Of all the human organs, the brain or central nervous system (CNS) is the most 

challenging to therapeutically target. Even small molecules must first pass the blood brain 

barrier (BBB)218. Research efforts are needed to develop precise gene editing tools for the brain, 

to restore multiple neuronal diseases from progressing, such as Huntington’s, Alzheimer's, 

Niemann Pick's. In 2016, Deverman et al., evolved AAV capsids (PhP.B and PhP.eB) capable 

of crossing the BBB in mice, showing 40-fold higher infection efficiency than AAV9133. As AAV 

was demonstrated to be a state-of-the-art tool for targeting the CNS system, Drs. Jonathan Levy 

and David Liu developed an effective approach to split base editors into two AAVs in order to 

correct the Niemann Pick point mutation in the brain of a mouse model152. Similar AAV-

mediated split base editor strategies were demonstrated for treating non-CNS organs by Ryu 

and Villiger et al126,127. Because the editing requirement for reversing Niemann Pick's seems to 

be much higher than the editing requirement for restoring protein expression in muscle and 

kidney diseases, Levy et al., investigated optimizations of AAV expression by changing its 

essential components, such as the, promoter (Cbh), terminator (W3-bGH), and the sgRNA 

orientation (at the opposite direction from BE).  

In addition, as a proof of concept, Levy et al., achieved precise editing with this dual AAV 

system by delivering CBE in the CNS system of the Niemann Pick's (NPC) mouse model. This 

strategy resulted in correction of the NPC mutation with an editing efficiency of up to 59% in the 
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cortex, increasing neuronal expression in the brain and the extending lifespan of the mice152. 

The progression of neurodegenerative disease was effectively slowed down, suggesting that the 

CNS could, in principle, be efficiently edited152. However, the biology of most neurological 

diseases is not yet fully understood and the long-term effects of genetic corrections on brain 

function needs to be investigated.  

 

6.2 Outlook 

Although published literature indicates that in vivo precise editing can repair genetic 

mutations and rescue cellular function, they also suggest that improved efficiency will be 

required to further advance the treatments.  Development of viral capsids and promoters that 

increase transduction could enable delivery of editing agents, and potentially enhance long-term 

restoration. Future improvements in gene editor expression, gene editor delivery, and editing 

efficiency would also provide opportunities to further improve allele correction. A higher editing 

efficiency could improve allele correction and yield more promising outcomes, including 

enhanced cellular survival, phenotypic rescue and long-term recovery. Additional challenges 

remain, including identification of the temporal window for therapeutic intervention in mice and 

humans, and demonstration of long-term safety of editing agents delivered via viral vectors.     

 Lastly, although these studies show promise in partial restoration of phenotypic 

functions in mouse models of human genetic diseases, the equivalent mutations need to be fully 

characterized in human gene, and different point mutations may respond differently to correction 

by genome editing. Nonetheless, these proof-of-concept works support further development of 

precise editing, which enables the correction of point mutations that cause inherited human 

diseases. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1 C-to-T conversion efficiency at β-catenin codon 33 and 
corresponding Wnt activity. (a) The correlation between Wnt activity (Figure 3.2c) and C-to-T 
conversion efficiency (Figure 3.2d) in HEK293T cells. Linear regression analysis revealed a 
strong correlation with R2 = 0.97. (b, c) Time course experiment measuring luciferase 1, 2, or 3 
days after transfection with Topflash or Fopflash (a mutated negative control form of Topflash), 
Renilla reporter vectors, and either (b) BE3:sgRNA or (c) cDNA plasmid overexpressing F33 β-
catenin or S33 β-catenin. Wnt signaling activation of TCF/LEF-mediated transcription was 
measured by relative luciferase activity (Topflash:Fopflash ratio), which corrects for transfection 
efficiencies. Values and error bars reflect mean ± SEM of three technical replicates performed on 
three different wells. 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary Figure 3.2 Untreated wild-type mice do not exhibit cellular reprogramming, 
supporting cell proliferation, or hair cell proliferation in the organ of Corti. Postnatal day 2 
(P2) mice received 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU), which is incorporated into replicating cells, by 
subcutaneous injection once daily for 5 days. At postnatal day 7 (one day after the fifth EdU 
injection), cochlea were dissected and organ or Corti were visualized by chemical staining and 
immnunofluorescence. In the cochlea, Myo7a (red) is expressed in hair cells and Sox2 (green) is 
expressed in supporting cells. EdU (white) was used to visualize newly divided cells. (a, b) No 
EdU incorporation was observed among Sox2-positive cells or among Myo7a-positive cells, 
suggesting no newly divided supporting cells or hair cells. EdU-positive cells were observed 
among other cell types (e.g., tympanic border cells, indicated by orange arrowheads in a and c). 
(c, d) An x–z plane image of (a) at the dotted yellow line, with (c) either all three channels (EdU, 
Myo7a, and Sox2) visualized, or (d) only Myo7a visualized. Scale bar (white) = 25 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.3 Densitometry analysis of β-catenin western blots and RT-qPCR 
of Wnt-responsive genes. (a) HEK293T cells were treated with BE3 and S33-targeting sgRNA 
(BE3) or with unrelated sgRNA (control). Proteins extracted from each sample were separated 
into cytosolic and nuclear fractions. Expression levels were normalized to GAPDH (see Methods) 
and are expressed as fold change relative to control samples, which were treated with lipid only. 
Values and error bars reflect mean and range of two biological replicates performed on separate 
days. (b) RT-qPCR of Wnt target genes analyzed 3 days after transfection with BE3 + S33-
targeting sgRNA in HEK293T cells. Fold changes were normalized to cells treated with BE3 + 
unrelated sgRNA. Values and error bars reflect mean ± SEM of 12 samples per bar treated in 
three different days. ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, and **** p ≤ 0.0001 (Student’s two tailed t-test).  
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Supplementary Figure 3.4 Localization of lipid-mediated protein delivery via intracochlear 
injection into the mouse inner ear. (a, b) The cochlea of three postnatal day 1 (P1) mice were 
injected with cationic lipid (Lipofectamine 2000) complexed with (–30)GFP–Cre5,6. One day after 
injection, temporal bones containing the cochlea were dissected, fixed, cryoprotected with 30% 
sucrose, and sectioned.The organ of Corti was visualized by staining and fluorescence 
microscopy. A sectional view (See Figure 3.4a) of one representative cochlea is shown, with 
Myo7a (white) denoting hair cells, DAPI (blue) denoting nuclei, and tdTomato (red) denoting Cre-
mediated recombination. (a) The tdTomato signal was observed in the stria vascularis and the 
organ of Corti (yellow rectangle, magnified in (b)). (b) In the organ of Corti, the tdTomato signal is 
located in the supporting-cell region beneath the hair cells (white), demonstrating that Cre delivery 
is localized to the site of injection and enables targeting of supporting cells. Scale bars (white) = 
20 μm. (c, d) The cochleas of two wild-type P1 mice were injected with cationic lipid 
(Lipofectamine 2000) complexed with BE3 + fluorescein-labeled S33-targeting sgRNA. Two mice 
injected with lipid complexed with fluorescein-labeled S33-targeting sgRNA alone. Six hours after 
injection, the cochleas were dissected and the organ of Corti was visualized by staining and 
fluorescence microscopy. A top-down view of hair cell and supporting cell layer is shown. Myo7a 
(white) is expressed in hair cells, Sox2 (red) is expressed in supporting cells, and sgRNA–
fluorescein is shown in green. (c) No fluorescein signal near Sox2-positive cells or Myo7a-positive 
cells was observed in cochlea treated with sgRNA–fluorescein alone, suggesting sgRNA alone is 
prone to degrade in vivo. (d) In contrast, fluorescein signal was observed in BE3 + sgRNA–
fluorescein treated cochlea in regions of Sox2-positive cells and Myo7a-positive cells, suggesting 
localization of injected lipid:BE3:sgRNA complexes to these regions. Scale bars (white) = 25 μm. 
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Supplementary Figure 3.5 Uncropped scans of the western blots in Figure 3.2b. Bright field 
images (left) and images after exposure to ECL-Plus substrate (right) are shown after blotting with 
antibodies against total β-catenin (top), non-phospho β-catenin (middle), or GAPDH (bottom). 
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Supplementary Figure 5.1 Base editing outcomes from different CBE and sgRNA 
combinations. Heat maps showing average base editing efficiency by BE4max variants at 
cytosines surrounding the target nucleotide. The target Tmc1Y182C/Y182C mutation is at protospacer 
position 8 (red). Silent bystander cytosines are at positions 1, 10, 15, and 16 (purple). Non-silent 
bystander cytosines are at positions -12, -11, -9, -8, 18, and 23 (black). 
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Supplementary Figure 5.2 Anc80-Cbh-GFP AAV transduction in IHCs and OHCs in wild-
type mice. (A) Low and (B) high magnification image of the entire apical and basal portions of 
the cochlea of a wild-type mouse injected at P1 with 1 μL of Anc80-Cbh-GFP AAV. The cochlea 
was harvested at P10, stained with Alexa555-phalloidin (red), and imaged for Alexa555 and GFP 
(green). Scale bar, 50 µm. (C) Percentage of GFP-positive hair cells among phalloidin-positive 
hair cells are shown. Values and error bars reflect individual data points and mean ± SD from 
three samples from n=3 different mice in each group. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.3 Base editing at on-target and off-target genomic DNA sites 
identified by CIRCLE-seq using Cas9+sgRNA1. Off-target editing analysis in MEF cells treated 
with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1. The top ten sites identified by CIRCLE-seq (the 
on-target locus and the top nine off-target loci) were sequenced by HTS. The maximum % C•G-
to-T•A conversion at any position in the protospacer is shown. No off-target sites showed editing 
results (red) that were different than the maximum % C•G-to-T•A of the untreated control (blue). 
Dots and bars represent biological replicates and mean ± SEM (n=3 for AAV-treated samples and 
n=1 for the untreated samples). 
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Supplementary Figure 5.4 Base editing outcomes from mRNA of treated and untreated 
Baringo (c.A545G) cochlea. The graph shows the frequency of C-to-U conversion in the 
sequenced region of the Tmc1 transcript (222 bases in length, defined by the Miseq 300 amplicon 
sequencing kit; see Methods). Only cytosines in the protospacer of the on-target-sgRNA1, from 
position 535 to position 560, were detected at conversion rates above 0.2% (dashed line) in 
cochleas treated with AID-BE4max:sgRNA1 (red bars). The RNA cytosine conversion frequency 
of untreated cochlea, reflecting cellular deamination of cytosines in RNA, and/or DNA sequencing 
errors, are shown in the blue bars, and closely match the RNA cytosine conversion frequencies 
of cytosines outside the target protospacer for the treated cochleas. The Tmc1 mRNA of treated 
cochlea samples come from Figure 5.2C experiments. The target Baringo mutation (Tmc1 
c.A545G) is at protospacer position 8, Tmc1 mRNA position 545 (bold). Dots and bars represent 
biological replicates and mean ± SEM (n=3 for treated samples and n=1 for the untreated 
samples).  
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Supplementary Figure 5.5 Transduction currents from IHCs and OHCs of 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ and Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2 ∆/∆ mice at different time points. (A) 
Representative current traces from IHCs of a Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mouse (P7) and 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2 ∆/∆ mouse (P6) are shown. (B) Cellular recordings were obtained from the 
basal and mid-apical regions of IHCs or OHCs at different time points (P6-P27). Horizontal lines 
and error bars reflect mean values and SD of 3-4 independent mice and 2-8 hair cells (indicated 
on top of x-axis), with each dot representing one OHC or IHC. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.6 Hair cell morphology in the organ of Corti from 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice with and without treatment with dual AAV-AID-BE3.9max 
+sgRNA1. (A) Representative low-magnification images of whole-mount apical and basal turns 
from Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice treated with AAV-AID-BE3.9max + sgRNA1 and 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice without treatment. Samples were stained with Myo7A (green) to 
label hair cells. (B) High-magnification images of the same cochleas boxed in (A). Scale bar, 50 
µm. (C) Quantification of the number of Myo7A positive IHCs and OHCs from cochleas of three 
untreated Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ and four Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice treated with dual AAV-
AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 at P1. Dots and bars represent biological replicates and mean ± SD, 
number of IHCs (left) and OHCs (right) per 500x100-µm section for three uninjected and four 
injected Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.7 Hair bundle morphology in the basal turn of the organ of Corti 
from Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice with and without treatment with dual AAV-AID-BE3.9max 
+sgRNA1. Representative scanning electron microscopy images (basal part) of the organ of Corti 
from (A) wild-type Tmc1+/+;Tmc2+/+ mice, (B) Tmc1Y182C/Y182C ;Tmc2+/+ untreated mice, and (C) 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice treated with dual AAV-AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1. The apical and 
basal regions of organ of Corti were imaged at 4 weeks. Scale bar, 10 µm. 
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Supplementary Figure 5.8 Auditory function and correlation of ABR thresholds with hair-
cell survival in Baringo (Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+) mice at 4 and 6 weeks. (A) Mean ABR 
responses for three animals tested at two time points (4 weeks and 6 weeks) across all tested 
frequencies. Baringo mice (n=3) injected with dual AAV encoding AID-BE3.9max+sgRNA1 at (P1) 
and tested at 4 weeks showed (up to 65 dB) hearing improvement (yellow, blue, and purple solid 
lines). The same animals were re-tested at six weeks (dotted lines). Solid and dotted lines of the 
same color denote the same animal tested at 4 and 6 weeks, respectively. (B) Quantification of 
the percent of Myo7A-positive IHCs and OHCs from cochleas of wild-type mice (n=3) and treated 
Tmc1Y182C/Y182C;Tmc2+/+ mice at 4 weeks (n=4) and 6 weeks (n=3). Symbols and bars represent 
biological replicates and mean ± SD (C) Pure tone average ABR thresholds measured at 4 and 6 
weeks, (from Figure 5.4C and Supplementary Figure 5.8A) plotted as function of the percentage 
of surviving hair cells (from Supplementary Figure 5.8B). The data were fit with a linear equation 
that had a slope of -1.1 dB/% and a correlation coefficient of 0.66 (red line, Pearson’s r). 
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Supplementary Table 3.1 The β-catenin S33-targeting sgRNA did not result in detectable 
off-target modification in murine cells. 

 
 
No off-target modification was observed in NIH-3T3 cells by GUIDE-seq99 following nucleofection 
of 1000 ng Cas9 plasmid and 300 ng S33-targeting sgRNA plasmid into NIH-3T3 cells using a 
LONZA 4D-Nucleofector. Potential off-target sites were also identified by computational prediction 
using CRISPOR57. Indels were assayed by HTS at the Ctnnb1 on-target site and at each predicted 
off-target site. Mismatches are shown in red and PAMs are in blue.  No significant off-target 
modification was observed either using GUIDE-seq or by high-throughput sequencing of potential 
off-target sites identified through two different computational prediction methods.  
  

5’-Sequence-3’ Mismatches (MMs) UCSC gene Location Indels GUIDE-seq 

On-Target TTGGATTCTGGAATCCATTCTGG 0MMs Ctnnb1 chr9:120950619 22.59% 1108 

MIT-1 TTTGATTCTGGAATCCATGCAAG 2MMs             chr1:138909020 0.04% 0 

MIT-2 TTGAAATCTGGAATCCATTCCAG 2MMs             chr6:53612810 0.02% 0 

MIT-3 TTGGATCCTGGAATCCATGCTGA 2MMs             chr4:148110266 0.02% 0 

MIT-4 TTGGTTTCTGGAATCCACTCAGG 2MMs  chrX:66244521 0.03% 0 

MIT-5 GAGGATTCTGAAATCCATTCTGA 3MMs             chr10:58945312 0.02% 0 

CFD-1 TGGGATATTAGAATCCATTCTGG 4MMs             chr5:33711103 0.01% 0 

CFD-2 GTGGGTTCTGGGATCCATTCTGG 3MMs             chr8:41900478 0.03% 0 

CFD-3 TGGGGTTTTAGAATCCATTCTGG 4MMs             chr9:42831557 0.04% 0 

CFD-4 TGGGATTTGGGAATCAATTCAGG 4MMs  chr11:80023506 0.03% 0 

CFD-5 ATGGATTCTGGAGACCATTCTGG 3MMs             chr7:114461205 0.02% 0 
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Supplementary Table 3.2 P-values of different treatment conditions in this study. 

 
P-values were calculated using the Student's two tailed t-test as described in the Methods section. 
ns = p > 0.05, * p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01, *** p ≤ 0.001, and **** p ≤ 0.0001.  
  

Specificity ratio Top/Fop activity Base-editing Signif.

Fig. 1d
plasmid CORRECT HDR 

vs BE3
<0.0001 ****

Fig. 2a
plasmid wild-type 
CTNNB1 vs plasmid 
mutant CTNNB1

<0.0001 ****

Fig. 2c

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (62.5 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

0.1166 ns

Fig. 2c

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (125 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA  
sgRNA (1000 ng)

0.0346 *

Fig. 2c

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (250 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA  
sgRNA (1000 ng)

0.0006 ***

Fig. 2c

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (500 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA  
sgRNA (1000 ng)

<0.0001 ****

Fig. 2c

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (1000 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

0.0005 ***

Fig. 2d

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (62.5 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

0.0037 **

Fig. 2d

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (125 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

0.0023 **

Fig. 2d

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (250 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

<0.0001 ****

Fig. 2d

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (500 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

<0.0001 ****

Fig. 2d

plasmid BE3:S33F 
sgRNA (1000 ng) vs 
BE3:unrelated sgRNA 

(1000 ng)

<0.0001 ****

Fig. 3d
RNP CORRECT HDR    

vs BE3
0.0009 ***

P values (student's two-tailed t-test) for comparisons between listed treatments
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Supplementary Table 5.1 CRISPResso2 output for base editing at the target locus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

An example of the CRISPResso2 output from a single AID-BE4max-mediated base editing 
experiment is shown. The c.A545G mutation is red, silent bystander cytosines are purple, and the 
AGG PAM is blue. The total conversion to sequences encoding wild-type TMC1 protein was 44%.

Sequence % conversion 
CCACCTGAGGAATAGGAAGTACGAGGCCACTGAGGAAC 25.23 
CCACCTGAGGAATAGGAAGTATGAGGCCACTGAGGAAC 10.51 
CCACCTGAGGAACAGGAAGTACGAGGCCACTGAGGAAC 6.73 
CCACCTGAGGAACAGGAAGTATGAGGCCACTGAGGAAC 1.37 
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Supplementary Table 5.2 List of base editing targets to correct known pathogenic point 
mutations in TMC1. 
Base editor Name GRCh37 

Chromosome 
GRCh37 
Location 

ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.-540C>T 9 75136717 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.-350C>T 9 75192895 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.-329C>A 9 75192916 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.-252C>T 9 75231337 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.-220C>T 9 75231369 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.-124T>C 9 75242908 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.7C>A (p.Pro3Thr) 9 75263571 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.65-10C>T 9 75309449 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.100C>T (p.Arg34Ter) 9 75309494 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.135C>A (p.Thr45=) 9 75309529 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.141T>A (p.Asp47Glu) 9 75309535 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.145A>C (p.Ile49Leu) 9 75309539 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.236+1G>A 9 75309631 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.237-5T>A 9 75315429 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.241G>A (p.Glu81Lys) 9 75315438 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.265T>C (p.Leu89=) 9 75315462 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.339G>A (p.Met113Ile) 9 75315536 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.373A>C (p.Lys125Gln) 9 75355045 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.403G>A (p.Gly135Arg) 9 75355075 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.421C>T (p.Arg141Trp) 9 75355093 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.448G>A (p.Ala150Thr) 9 75355120 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.472C>T (p.Arg158Cys) 9 75357378 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.473G>A (p.Arg158His) 9 75357379 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.483G>A (p.Glu161=) 9 75357389 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.534A>T (p.Glu178Asp) 9 75357440 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.557C>G (p.Ala186Gly) 9 75366787 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.603T>G (p.Val201=) 9 75366833 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.624C>A (p.Ser208Arg) 9 75366854 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.637C>T (p.Pro213Ser) 9 75366867 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.674C>T 9 75369733 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.684C>T (p.Thr228=) 9 75369743 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.703G>T (p.Ala235Ser) 9 75369762 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.742-12G>A 9 75387317 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.760G>A (p.Val254Ile) 9 75387347 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.777T>C (p.Tyr259=) 9 75387364 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.791G>C (p.Arg264Pro) 9 75387378 
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n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.795A>C (p.Thr265=) 9 75387382 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.830A>G (p.Tyr277Cys) 9 75387417 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.841G>T (p.Gly281Trp) 9 75387428 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.910G>A (p.Gly304Arg) 9 75403280 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.924C>G (p.Asp308Glu) 9 75403294 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.938T>C (p.Phe313Ser) 9 75403308 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.956C>G (p.Thr319Ser) 9 75403326 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1018A>G (p.Met340Val) 9 75403388 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1019T>C (p.Met340Thr) 9 75403389 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1022A>C (p.Asn341Thr) 9 75403392 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1030-3C>T 9 75404036 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1070A>G (p.Asn357Ser) 9 75404079 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1071C>T (p.Asn357=) 9 75404080 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1114G>A (p.Val372Met) 9 75404123 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1141T>A (p.Tyr381Asn) 9 75404150 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1165C>T 9 75404174 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1189G>A (p.Asp397Asn) 9 75404198 
CBE NM_138691.2:c.1210T>C 9 75404219 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1224+5G>A 9 75404238 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1225-8C>T 9 75406794 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1233G>A (p.Met411Ile) 9 75406810 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1253T>A (p.Met418Lys) 9 75406830 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1263A>G (p.Pro421=) 9 75406840 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1265C>A (p.Thr422Lys) 9 75406842 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1333C>T (p.Arg445Cys) 9 75406910 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1369T>C (p.Phe457Leu) 9 75406946 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1404+4A>G 9 75406985 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1449A>C (p.Glu483Asp) 9 75407151 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1457T>C (p.Met486Thr) 9 75407159 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1532C>T (p.Pro511Leu) 9 75407234 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1532C>A (p.Pro511His) 9 75407234 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1534C>T (p.Arg512Ter) 9 75407236 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1543T>C (p.Cys515Arg) 9 75407245 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1566+8C>T 9 75407276 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1567-14T>G 9 75420284 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1567-4A>G 9 75420294 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1584A>G (p.Thr528=) 9 75420315 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1602C>G (p.Thr534=) 9 75420333 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1608C>T (p.Tyr536=) 9 75420339 
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ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1609G>A (p.Val537Ile) 9 75420340 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1622T>C (p.Ile541Thr) 9 75420353 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1676G>A (p.Trp559Ter) 9 75420407 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1677G>A (p.Trp559Ter) 9 75420408 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1705A>G (p.Thr569Ala) 9 75431068 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1713C>T (p.Phe571=) 9 75431076 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1714G>C (p.Asp572His) 9 75431077 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1714G>A (p.Asp572Asn) 9 75431077 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1763+3A>G 9 75431129 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1796G>A (p.Gly599Asp) 9 75435790 
ABE NM_138691.2:c.1810C>T 9 75435804 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1902C>G (p.Asn634Lys) 9 75435896 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1939T>C 9 75435933 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1960A>G (p.Met654Val) 9 75435954 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1988A>G (p.Asp663Gly) 9 75435982 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.1992T>G (p.Cys664Trp) 9 75435986 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2044G>C (p.Glu682Gln) 9 75441825 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2050G>A (p.Asp684Asn) 9 75441831 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2068G>A (p.Ala690Thr) 9 75441849 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2070G>A (p.Ala690=) 9 75441851 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2144A>T (p.Tyr715Phe) 9 75445381 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2177C>T (p.Ala726Val) 9 75445414 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2178G>A (p.Ala726=) 9 75445415 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2204A>C (p.Lys735Thr) 9 75445441 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.2230C>T (p.Arg744Ter) 9 75445568 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*1T>A 9 75450890 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*15G>A 9 75450904 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*28A>C 9 75450917 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*51G>A 9 75450940 
ABE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*93C>T 9 75450982 
n/a NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*106G>C 9 75450995 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*156T>C 9 75451045 
CBE NM_138691.2(TMC1):c.*183A>G 9 75451072 
The ClinVar database219,220 was searched for pathogenic SNPs in TMC1. Of all 108 pathogenic 
mutations found in patients, 72 mutations are in principle reversible using CBEs or ABEs. 
 


